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Abstract The purpose of the project has been to study how the superconducting and magnetic properties of the high temperature superconductors change as
function of oxygen stoichiometry and cation doping. It is well-known that the
optimal superconducting properties are obtained at a specific doping level, and
at too low or no doping competing magnetic phases develop. There are no final
conclusions about the relations between these properties, but the studies carried
out in the present program on a number of superconducting materials have
supplied a significant improvement of our basic understanding. The primary
system of investigation has been YBa2Cu3O6+x, which has been studied as
function of oxygen stoichiometry, 0 < x < 1, and cation doping with Al, Co and
Fe on the Cu-sites and Nd and Pr on the Y-site. In these materials the hole doping into the CuO2 planes, that is necessary for superconductivity, is strongly
depending on structural ordering. The static properties and the kinetics of the
structural ordering process have been studied experimentally by neutron and
high energy synchrotron x-ray diffraction, by Raman scattering, and by computer simulation technique. Not only the oxygen stoichiometry but also the cation
doping has been shown to influence the magnetic phases, in some cases in an
unexpected manner. Thus, by neutron diffraction experiments it has been
shown that doping with non-magnetic Al gives rise to a new magnetic phase. A
theoretical model, that explains the observations, has been developed. The
magnetic phases of the Cu and Nd ordering in NdBa2Cu306+x and of the Cu and
Pr ordering in PrBa2Cu.1O6+x have been studied by neutron diffraction with the
main purpose of understanding why PrBa2Cu3O6+x is magnetic and nonsuperconducting for all oxygen stoichiometries. In NdBa2Cu3O6+* studies of the
magnetic flux lattice have been carried out by Small Angle Neutron Scattering.
Additional structural studies of the superconducting and magnetic phases of
related materials, of RENi2B2C (RE = rare earth), and of oxidized and cation
doped materials based on La2Cu0<n.8 have been carried out. Methods for structural studies and analyses, and equipment for electrical and magnetic characterization have been developed. The results are important for the basic understanding of the high temperature superconductors and their future technological
applications.
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Preface
This report describes the work carried out in the Department of Solid State
Physics under the program:
Doping effects in high-Tc superconductors
sponsored by the Danish Ministry of Energy (ENS no. 1443/93-0003). The
project period has been 1993-1995, and the grant from the Minestry has been
860.000 Dkr. Below the abstract is reproduced in Danish and English with references to further reading in a series of resumes and the papers in the list of references. The resumes contains 39 contributions collected from the annual reports
of the Department of Solid State Physics, 1993-1995, and the list of references
contains 28 scientific papers, 5 Ris0 reports and 2 popular papers published
during the period 1993-1995.
As evidenced in the resumes and the list of references the work has been carried out in a broad international collaboration. In the Department of Solid State
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•
•
•
•
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Morten Ring Eskildsen, Ph.D. student
Thomas Fiig, Ph.D. student
Thomas Frello, research associate
Richard Hadfield, Ph.D. student
Mikael Kail, Post. doc.
Bente Lebech, senior scientist
Per-Anker Lindgard, senior scientist
Jesper Madsen, student
Wouter Monfrooij, Post doc.
Paul Schleger, Post doc.
Kell Mortensen, research professor

• Ole Schmidt, student
Technical responsible:
• Steen Nielsen, research technician
Technical assistance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bjarne Breiting, research technician
Torben Kjaer, research technician
Jens Lebech, engineer
Mourits Lund, research technician
Finn Saxild, research technician
Keld Theodor, research technician
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1 Rapportering
Formålet med projektet har været at studere, hvorledes de superledende og
magnetiske egenskaber af højtemperatur superledere ændrer sig, når deres iltindhold ændres eller de dopes med forskellige typer kationer. Det er velkendt,
at de optimale superledende egenskaber først fremkommer ved en bestemt optimal doping, og at der ved lav eller ingen doping fremkommer konkurrerende
magnetiske faser, men baggrunden for disse forhold er fortsat uafklarede. Gennem studier af en række superleder materialer er der opnået en betydelig forståelse for betingelserne for optimal superledning og konkurrencen med de
magnetiske faser. Den primære indsats har været på YBa^ujO^x type materialer som er blevet studeret som funktion af iltindhold, 0 < x < 1, og kation doping med Al, Co og Fe på Cu-pladserne og Nd og Pr på Y-pladsen. Karakteristisk for dette materiale er nødvendigheden af strukturel orden for at sikre den
nødvendige doping af huller ind i de superledende CuO2 planer. Den strukturelle orden og ordningskinetikken er studeret eksperimentelt med neutron og højenergi synktrotron røntgendiffraktion og Raman lysspredning (resuméer 1-9,
refs. 2, 8, 9, 13, 18, 20, 21, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35), og med computer simuleringsteknik (resuméer 10-20, refs. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35). De magnetiske faser er afhængig ikke blot af iltindholdet, men også af kation doping,
som i flere tilfælde har vist sig at frembringe uforudsete egenskaber. Med neutrondiffraktion er det således blevet påvist, at doping med ikke-magnetisk Al
frembringer en ny magnetisk fase (resuméer 23, 24, refs. 12, 17, 19, 24, 25, 27,
33), og der er udviklet en teoretisk model, som forklarer denne observation
(resumé 26). Endvidere er de magnetiske faser af Cu og Nd ordningen i
NdBaÆujC^+x (resumé 25), og af Cu og Pr ordningen i PrBa2Gi3O6+x (resuméer
21, 28, ref. 11), blevet studeret med neutrondiffraktion, specielt med henblik på
at forstå, hvorfor PrBa^CuiOo+x er magnetisk og ikke-superledende for alle iltstøkiometrier. I NdBaiCuiOô+j er der endvidere udført undersøgelser af det
magnetiske fluksgitter ved hjælp af småvinkel neutronspredning (resumé 27).
Endelig skal nævnes, at der er gennemført en række eksperimentelle undersøgelser af superledende og magnetiske faser i relaterede materialer (resumé 22,
refs. 4, 10, 15, 33), i RENi2B2C (RE=sjælden jordart) (resuméer: 33, 34, 35, 36,
ref. 23), og i iltede og kation dopede materialer baseret på La2Cu04+s (resuméer
22, 29, 30, 31, 32, refs. 14, 16, 28). Metoder til strukturelle studier og analyser
(resuméer 37, 38), og udstyr til måling af elektriske og magnetiske egenskaber
(resumé 39) er blevet udviklet. De opnåede resultater er af stor betydning for
det videre arbejde med at udvikle højtemperatur superledere til teknologiske
anvendelser.
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2 English Resume
The purpose of the project has been to study how the superconducting and
magnetic properties of the high temperature superconductors change as function of oxygen stoichiometry and cation doping. It is well-known that the optimal
superconducting properties are obtained at a specific doping level, and at too
low or no doping competing magnetic phases develop. There are no final conclusions about the relations between these properties, but the studies carried out
in the present program on a number of superconducting materials have supplied
a significant improvement of our basic understanding. The primary system of
investigation has been YBa2Cu3O6+x, which has been studied as function of
oxygen stoichiometry, 0 < x < 1, and cation doping with Al, Co and Fe on the
Cu-sites and Nd and Pr on the Y-site. In these materials the hole doping into the
O1O2 planes, that is necessary for superconductivity, is strongly depending on
structural ordering. The static properties and the kinetics of the structural ordering process have been studied experimentally by neutron and high energy synchrotron x-ray diffraction, by Raman scattering (resumes 1-9, refs. 2, 8, 9, 13,
18, 20, 21, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35), and by computer simulation technique
(resumes 10-20, refs. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 22, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35). Not only the oxygen
stoichiometry but also the cation doping has been shown to influence the magnetic phases, in some cases in an unexpected manner. Thus, by neutron diffraction experiments it has been shown that doping with non-magnetic Al gives rise
to a new magnetic phase (resumes 23, 24, refs. 12, 17, 19, 24, 25, 27, 33). A
theoretical model, that explains the observations, has been developed (resume
26). The magnetic phases of the Cu and Nd ordering in NdBa2Cu3O6+x (resume
25) and of the Cu and Pr ordering in PrE^CujO^x (resumes 21, 28, ref. 11)
have been studied by neutron diffraction with the main purpose of understanding why PrBa2Cu3O6+x is magnetic and non-superconducting for all oxygen
stoichiometries. In ^Ba^CuiC)^ studies of the magnetic flux lattice have been
carried out by Small Angle Neutron Scattering (resume 27). Additional structural studies of the superconducting and magnetic phases of related materials
(resume 22, refs. 4, 10, 15, 33), of RENi2B2C (RE = rare earth) (resumes 33, 34,
35, 36, ref. 23), and of oxidized and cation doped materials based on La2Cu04+g
(resumes 22, 29, 30, 31, 32, refs. 14, 16, 28) have been carried out. Methods for
structural studies and analyses (resumes 37, 38), and equipment for electrical
and magnetic characterization (resume 39) have been developed. The results
are important for the basic understanding of the high temperature superconductors and their future technological applications.
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Determination of the Crystallographic Parameters in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6 + x Single Crystals

H. Casalta, P. Harris, P. Schleger, B. Lebech, and N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid
State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
Recently, there has been an increased interest and demand for quantitative structural
information on YBajCusOe+r- This demand is partly motivated by the desire to investigate the electron-lattice coupling, and to determine which ions in the structure might
be moving in a double well potential, leading to an enhancement of the electron-phonon
coupling strength A l \ Another motivation comes from studies of structural long range
order like the Ortho-II phase which requires a good set of crystallographic parameters
to be analysed properly. Until recently, many experimental investigations have relied on
crystallographic parameters obtained from powder diffraction, most notably by Jorgensen
et al}\ One of the problems encountered in determining these crystallographic parameters for orthorhombic YBajCuaOe+r is the twinning, which results in a mixing of the
intensities Ihki and IMI (cf. Fig. 1). To obtain twin domain information and optimize
the fit to the structure factors, we have combined experiments on both TASl and TAS2
(4-circle): TASl provides information about the relative weight of the two twin domains,
2(a — b)/(a + b), and the angle a (cf Figs. 1,2), and TAS2 provides data for a very large
range of Q values, which allows an accurate determination of the Debye-Waller factors
(DWF). Combining this information and accounting for the mixed peaks is crucial for the
oxygen content determination, because the site occupancies are highly correlated with the
DWF. Using this method, we have investigated samples with different oxygen contents,
and found good agreement with recent publications1). Furthermore, any samples grown
in alumina crucibles show major modifications of the DWF and the site occupancies in
the vicinity of the Cu(l) site (contaminated by Al). This last point could easily explain
many disparities in existing publications.
reciprocal space

hOO.OkO

_«*«*-"

Fig. 1. Superposition and splitting of the peaks
due to the twinning.

Fig. 2. Data obtained at TASl for the 100/010
reflection for a YBajCuaOs.ss crystal.

*> N. Pyka, W. Reichardt, L. Pintschovius, S.L. Chaplot, P. Schweiss, A. Erb, and G.
Muller-Vogt, (1993). Phys. Rev. B 48, 7746.
2
) J.D. Jorgensen, M.A. Beno, D.G. Hinks, L. Soderholm, K.J. Volin, R.L. Hitterman,
J.D. Grace, Ivan K. Schuller, C.U. Segre, K. Zhang, and M.S. Kleefisch, (19S7). Phys.
Rev. B 36, 360S.
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2

The Lineshape of Ortho-II Superstructure Reflections in YBa 2 Cu 3 O'6.5

P. Schleger, R.A. Hadfield1, N.H. Andersen, H. Casalta, Department of Solid State Physics,
Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark, H.F. Poulsen, M. von Zimmermann, J. Schneider,
HASYLAB, Hamburg, Germany, and R. Liang, P. Dosanjh and W.N. Hardy, Department
of Physics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
For the first time, clear Lorentzian-type lineshapes for the Ortho-II superstructure reflections in YBa2Cu3O6.s have been observed by neutron diffraction. Existing neutron
diffraction measurements have only seen either vague Gaussian peaks along h and k, or
at best Lorentzians which are strongly overlapping along PK Figure 1 shows our results
for a scan along (1.5,0, £) measured on TAS6 and an insert showing the lineshape along
/ for the (0.5,0,£) reflection measured on TASl. The HWHM of the fitted Lorentzians
give A/i=0.011S and A/=0.0720, implying Ornstein-Zernicke type correlation lengths of
^ = 5 2 A, and f,=26 A (note: & = a/{2*Ah)).
Due to twinning of the orthorhombic structure, scans in the chain direction along k give
rise to split peaks which cannot be fully resolved at TASl or TAS6. Thus, the crystal
was also measured at HASYLAB, Hamburg on BW7, 101.3 keV X-rays. The left insert
in Fig. 1 shows a scan along k for the (2.5,0,0). (The resolution along h and k is about
ten times less than the size of the data points.) The split peaks are well resolved, with
a HWHM of Ak=0.00487 (implying (k = 127 A). This high resolution scan also reveals
that most likely, the line shapes are in fact Lorentzian-squared. Reminiscent of ordering
kinetics of Cu 3 Au 2 \ this suggests that perhaps the system is in a state of late-stage
domain coarsening, with well denned, sharp domain walls. Alternatively, such lineshapes
are seen in random-field Ising systems3', where domain walls are pinned at defects. In
YBa 2 Cu 3 06+x the pinning might be due to twin-domain boundaries and/or defects.
800
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•••- lorcntzian
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Fig. 1. Plot of Ortho-II superstructure reflections measured on TASl, TAS6 and HASYLAB. All lines
are Lorentzian or Lorentzian-squared fits.

') D. Hohlwein, in Proc. Int. School of Crystallography, Erice, May 1993, (Kluver Press).
> R.F. Shannon, Jr., S.E. Nagler, C.R. Harkless, and R.M. Nicklow, (1992). Phys. Rev.
B 46, 40.
3)
R.J. Birgeneau, H. Yoshizawa, R.A. Cowley, G. Shirane, and H. Ikeda, (1983). Phys.
Rev. B 28, 1438.
2

'On leave from: Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, UK and AEA Technology, Harwell, UK
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Random-Field Structural Transition in Y B a 2 C u 3 0 6 + r

P. Schleger, R.A. Hadfield, H. Casalta, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics,
Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark, H.F. Poulsen, M. von Zimmermann, J.R. Schneider,
HASYLAB at DESY, Hamburg, Germany, P. Dosanjh, Ruixing Liang, Quantum Innovations, P.O. Box 78512, Vancouver, B.C. Canada, and W.N. Hardy, Department of Physics,
The University of B.C., Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Neutron and synchrotron x.ray diffraction measurements on a high purity single crystal
reveal that the absence of long range Ortho-II order in YBa2Cu3O6+x is most likely due
to random-field effects. The Ortho-II superstructure peaks show three qualitative features
consistent with random-field behavior: Firstly, instead of the development of a sharp Bragg
peak at the transition Ton=125(5) °C (for x=0.5), the initial diffuse anisotropic Lorentzian
(critical scattering) above Ton transforms to a Lorentzian-squared form below Ton (Fig- !)•
Secondly, the equilibration time increases dramatically at the onset of ordering. And thirdly,
the domain growth is logarithmic in time below Ton- The neutron scattering measurements
were conducted on TASl, TAS6, and TAS7 at Ris0. The x-ray scattering measurements
were made on the newly developed, dedicated hard x-ray beam line BW5 at HASYLAB
using 95 keV x-rays.

Fig. 1. Plot of the fitted Ortho-II superstructure
peak intensity (a), inverse correlation length (b)
and power law exponent y of the peak shape (inset) vs temperature T. The measured intensity S
was fitted using a Lorentzian to a variable power:
S(q) = 7/(1 + 0?) 2 ) v / 2 . Here / is the peak intensity,
q is the deviation from the Ortho-II reciprocal lattice position, reseated by the anisotropic correlations
£, i.e. q = 2x(£ah,£i>k,£cl). y is the power law exponent. Shown here are the fits to the x-ray scattering
measurements. The neutron scattering data is qualitatively similar, but with somewhat worse counting
statistics. More information is given in Ref. 1.

200

100
150
Temperature (°C)

The origin for the random fields might be extrinsic, coming from cation substitutional
defects or intrinsic, due to anistropic strain fields caused by the ordering of the oxygen
atoms themselves and the accompanying atomic displacements of the other atoms within
the Ortho-II unit cell1*. Indeed, the defect concentration estimated from chemical analysis
is consistent with the typical Ortho-II correlation lengths (or volume) measured in well
annealed samples. However, more work is required to clearly identify the source of the random fields.
])

P. Schleger, R.A. Hadfield, H. Casalta, N.H. Andersen, H.F. Poulsen, M. von Zimmermann, J.R. Schneider, P. Dosanjh, Ruixing Liang, and W.N. Hardy, (1994). Phys. Rev.
Lett., accepted.
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A Observation of Ortho-III Correlations by Neutron and H a r d X-Ray
Diffraction in an Untwinned YBa2Cu3O6.77 Single Crystal
P. Schleger, H. Casalta, R. Hadfield, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics,
Rise National Laboratory, Denmark, H.F. Poulsen, M. von Zimmermann, J.R. Schneider,
HASYLAB at DESY, Germany, R. Liang, P. Dosanjh, and W. Hardy Physics Department,
University of British Columbia, Canada
Superstructure reflections of Ortho-III phase oxygen ordered domains have been measured
in an untwinned single crystal of YBa2Cu306.77 by neutron diffraction at Ris0 National
Laboratory and hard x-ray (95 keV photons) diffraction at HASYLAB. A high purity single crystal, (2.8 x 3.5 x 0.8mm3), was deoxidized at high temperatures and slowly cooled to
room temperature while maintaining the oxygen stoichiometry. A uniaxial pressure device
was inserted and used to obtain a virtually twin-free single crystal on cooling through the
tetragonal-orthorhombic phase transition. The problem of resolving the two close lying
peaks along the k direction, that appear in twinned crystals is hereby avoided.
The Ortho-III phase contains a sequence of two Cu-0 chains and one chain with only
Cu along the 6 axis which results in a tripling of the unit cell along the a axis and a
modulation vector (5OO) as exemplified by the h scan through the (§00) peak shown in
Fig. 1. No superstructure peaks corresponding to Ortho-II phase was observed. The superstructure reflections are broadened along all three crystallographic directions due to
the finite size of the Ortho-III domains. The peak shapes along the h and k directions
could be properly described by a Lorentzian profile convoluted with a Gaussian resolution
function. The corresponding correlation lengths, measured in lattice units at room temperature: £a = 5.0(1) and & = IS.7(7), are comparable to characteristic values obtained for
the Ortho-II phase. In the c direction strongly overlapping peaks were observed, indicating
that the oxygen ordering is essentially two-dimensional. Upon heating, the superstructure
intensity was found to decrease rapidly by temperature above 50 °C signaling a transition
from Ortho-III to Ortho-I phase as shown in Fig. 2. A heating rate of approximately 2.5 °C
was employed. Upon cooling to 50 °C at the same rate the original intensity was recovered.
The low transition temperature explains why this phase is more difficult to observe than
other superstructures in the material.
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Fig. 1. Room temperature neutron diffraction
measurement of the Ortho-III superstructure
peak (§00) in the h direction. The line is a fit using a Lorentzian-Gaussian convolution. The resolution is smaller than the size of the symbols.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the (5OO) superstructure peak measured on heating by hard
x-ray diffraction. Dashed line is the background.
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5 Structural Phase Transitions in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6 .3 7 Studied by H a r d X - R a y
Diffraction
H.F. Poulsen, M. von Zimmermann, J.R. Schneider, HASYLAB at DESY, Germany, P.
Schleger, R. Hadfield, H. Casalta, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0
National Laboratory, Denmark, R. Liang, P. Dosanjh, and W. Hardy, Physics Department,
University of British Columbia, Canada
The equilibrium and dynamic structural properties of an YBa2Cu306+x single crystal has
been studied as function of temperature in the interval between 0 and 300 °C at the BW5
Wiggler beamline at HASYLAB (95 keV photons). The twinned 3 x 3 x 0.6 mm 3 crystal
was initially annealed for six weeks in order to make the oxygen concentration homogenous. The stoichiometry was determined to be x=0.37(2) using the TAS2 4-circle neutron
diffractometer at Ris0 National Laboratory. It was shown explicitly that the oxygen diffusion into/out of the crystal is negligible at the chosen temperatures. All measurements were
therefore done in an inert gas environment. Two nearly reversible phase transitions were
found: Ortho-II to Ortho-I (OII/OI), and Ortho-I to tetragonal (OI/T). The equilibrium
behaviour of the former was found by measuring the intensity of the (2.5,0,0) Ortho-II superstructure peak, while the latter was characterized by measuring the lattice constants of
the (200)/(020) pair of reflections (the orthorhombicity) using a set-up with a longitudinal
resolution of 2 x 10~4 A" 1 . The determined phase transition temperatures are 80(10) °C
and 246.5 °C for OII/OI and OI/T, respectively. In contrast to this, nearly all theoretical
models (including the prevalent ASYNNNI model) predicts a single OII/T phase transition
with no Ortho-I phase in between at these temperatures. The detailed behaviour of the
lattice constants near the OI/T transition is shown in Fig. 1. Evidence for a small first
order transition is found (no detectable hysteresis). Using a conventional scaling ansatz
the critical parameter /? was found to be 0.36(1) on heating and 0.33(1) on cooling. Both
values are in agreement with the expected value for a 3 dimensional Ising model, provided
the coupling between strain and true order parameter is linear. Quench experiments from
300 °C showed near instantaneous creation of the Ortho-I phase (no phase separation) for
temperatures well below 246.5 °C, while slow dynamics - reminiscent of tweed behaviour was found close to the transition temperature.

Fig. 1. Lattice constants as function of
temperature on heating. Full circles and
open circles refer to the orthorhombic and
tetragonal phase, respectively. Triangles
represent the average of the two lattice parameters in the orthorhombic phase. Lines
are guide to the eye only.
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Oxidation Kinetics of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + r at Relatively Low Temperature

Hae Seop Shim, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Taejon, Korea, N.H. Andersen
and B. Lebech, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
It is now well known that the superconducting and magnetic properties of
depend on the oxygen stoichiometry (0 < x < 1). The superconducting phase, (x > 0.3),
has an orthorhombic structure with the oxygen in the basal plane ordered as Cu-0 chains
along the b axis. The magnetic (non-superconducting) phase, (x < 0.3), has a tetragonal
structure with disordered oxygen in the basal plane. Therefore, a detailed knowledge of
the kinetics of the disorder-order process associated with oxidation will give useful information for the preparation of this high-r c materials and for a better understanding of the
phase properties. Specht et ai1^ reported that the structural changes under the oxygen
in-diffusion process at 385°C was completed within 2 hours. Als-Nielsen et al.2^ have studied the oxidation kinetics at 110°C, 165°C and 252°C. They observed the coexistence of
orthorhombic and tetragonal phase and different transformation levels depending on temperature. These properties have been examined further in the present study. Oxidation
studies have been performed on-line on the multi-detector neutron powder diffractometer at TAS3 on a powder sample mounted in a furnace and purged by pure oxygen. The
starting material was reduced under a N2 flow at 705°C. By Rietveld full profile analysis
of the diffraction data an oxygen stoichiometry of i = 0.29 was found. Measurements of
the oxidation kinetics were performed at constant temperatures, 105°C and 125°C. During
oxidation, powder patterns were measured with time intervals of 2.7 hours using a neutron
wavelength of A = 2.34 A. Hereby the tetragonal: (200)t, and the orthorhombic (200)o
and (020)o peaks could be resolved. Figure 1 shows the changes in the intensities of the
(200),, and the sum (200)o+(020)o with respect to time for the data measured at 105°C.
Full profile Rietveld analysis of diffraction data obtained at the late state of the oxidation
process showed that the tetragonal component had oxygen stoichiometry, x = 0.29, and
the orthorhombic component, x = O.SS.

Fig. 1. Variation of the (200)(,(D), and the
(200)o + (020)o,(O). diffraction intensities with
time. The sum of the two intensities, (A) should
be essentially constant. The data cannot be fitted satisfactorily neither with an exponential (full
line) nor an algebraic (dotted) expression.
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E . D . Specht et al., P h y s . Rev. B , 3 7 , 7426 (1988).
J. Als-Nielsen et a/., I E E E Transactions on Magnetics, 2 5 , 2254 (1989).
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Domain Wall Scattering from Twin-Structure in YBa2Cu306+x
M. von Zimmermann, J.R. Schneider, HASYLAB, Hamburg, Germany, H.F. Poulsen, Materials
Department, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark, N.H. Andersen, T. Frello, M. Kail, J. Madsen,
0. Schmidt, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark, R. Liang,
P. Dosanjh, and W.N. Hardy, UBC, Vancouver, Canada
In the YBa2Cu306+x (YBCO) high-7c superconductor twin-structures are formed in the
orthorhombic phases due to a ferroelastic transition governed by the oxygen ordering in the
CuOj basal plane of the structure. The twin-domains have significant influence on the
superconducting properties as they may act as pinning centers for the magnetic flux lattice, and
they may influence the oxygen ordering and thereby Tc. We have studied the twin-domain wall
scattering in YBCO for four oxygen stoichiometries, x = 0.35, 0.50, 0.67 and 0.96, by
synchrotron x-ray diffraction using the high energy (90 keV) triple axes diffractometer at beamline BW5 at HASYLAB. SrTiO3 (2 0 0) crystals with 15" mosaicity (HWHM) were used as
monochromator and analyzer for the experiment on the x = 0.50 crystal; for the other three
samples perfect Si (2 2 0) crystals were used. At the YBCO (2 0 0) reflection the corresponding
resolutions in HWHM r.l.u. (longitudinal, transverse) are: (3.7xl0'3,1.4xl0'4) and
(1.2x 10'4,1.2x 10' 5 ), respectively.
In Fig. 1 is shown the results from the x = 0.35 crystal of a full contour map of the scattering
around the four-fold degenerate (2 0 0)/(0 2 0) Bragg reflection which result from twinning
along the <1 1 0> directions. It is uncertain whether the scattering density in the middle of the
four main (0 2 0)/(2 0 0) Bragg peaks is from the domain walls or results from a small (4%)
tetragonal component in the crystal. A similar scattering density is found in the x = 0.67 crystal,
but not in the x = 0.96 and ,v = 0.5 crystals, from which a scan in the [1 1 0] direction between
two of the (0 2 0) and (2 0 0) reflections is shown in Fig. 2. The full line in Fig. 2 is a model
calculation of the domain wall scattering following Chrosh and Salje1 but extended to include
strain field displacements both along the a and b directions. The model calculation is based on a
tangens-hyperbolic variation of the strain field over the domain wall with an extension of 20 A.
The domain size is taken to have a Gaussian distribution with an average size of 1350 A and a
width of 500 A.
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Fig. 1 Contour map of the domain wall scattering around
the (2 0 0)/(0 2 0) Bragg peaks of YBa : Cu 3 0 633 . The
scattering in the center of the map may be a small
tetragonal component.
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Fig. 2 Domain wall scattering from the x = 0.50 crystal
along the (1 1 0) direction between two (0 2 0) and (2 0
0) Bragg reflections. The full line is the result of a
model calculation as described in the text.
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Evidence of Photoinduced Oxygen Ordering in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 . 77 ?

M. Kail, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory,
Denmark, L. Borjesson, Department of Applied Physics, Chalmers University of Technology,
Sweden, R. Liang, P. Dosanjh, and W.N. Hardy, Department of Physics, University of British
Colombia, Canada
We have performed Raman spectroscopy investigations of a detwinned single-crystal
YBa 2 Cu 3 0 677 superconductor {Tc = 84 K) with local OIII order. The experimental technique
involves the inelastic scattering of visible monochromatic laser light by elementary crystal
excitations, in this case optical phonons. Fig. la) shows Raman spectra of the YBa 2 Cu 3 0 677
sample for two different scattering geometries, where the electric fields of the incident and
scattered light are either parallell (denoted e//b) or perpendicular (denoted e//a) to the
crystallographic 6-axis. The sharp peaks in the e//a spectrum are due to scattering by evensymmetry q=0 optical phonons. In addition to these Raman-allowed phonons, the e//b spectrum
exhibits intense disorder induced scattering from normaly Raman forbidden phonons localized
in the CuO-chains. In Fig. lb) we show that the intensity of the disorder induced phonons
rapidly decrease with the ilumination time t. The effect is observed at all investigated sample
temperatures (10K - 300K.) and power densities. The effect is ireversible, i.e. the intensity does
not return when the illumination stops, and only occurs for e//b and not for e//a. The intensity
decay is well aproximated by a power-law, i(t) = At~a, with /3 < a < /2. The fact that the
intensity of the disorder induced scattering decrease as a function of illumination time indicate
that the incident light somehow improves the translational order of the CuO-chains. The details
of such a process is however unclear at present. One possibility is that the photons (X=5145 A,
£=2.41 eV) give rize to an electronic excitation that removes the energy barrier for chain oxygen
diffusion (£=1.6 eV) and that the orthorhombic strain-fields drives the oxygen ordering. It is
most probable that the results described here are related to the phenomenon of "persistent
photoconductivity" which has been reported in oxygen-deficient YBa2Cu306+x (x < 1).
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Fig. 1. a) Room-temperature Raman spectra of YBa2Cu3O6 77. Numbers 1-5 marks symmetry-allowed phonons.
Stars and double-stars marks disorder induced one-phonon and two-phonon scattering, respectively, b) The time
integrated intensity of the disorder-induced scattering vs. time for various incident photon intensities, measured at
100 K. Lines are best fits with a power-law !(t) = I i(t) dt - i''a (a = 1/3).
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Superstructures in Pure and Doped YBa2Cu306+% High-Tc Superconductors

M. von Zimmermann, J.R. Schneider, HASYLAB, Hamburg, Germany, N.H. Andersen, T.
Frello, M. Kail, J. Madsen, 0. Schmidt, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National
Laboratory, Denmark, H.F. Poulsen, Materials Department, Riso National Laboratory,
Denmark,, R. Liang, P. Dosanjh, W.N. Hardy, UBC, Vancouver, Canada, and Th. Wolf, Institut
fi'ir Technische Physik, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany.
Despite many studies the mechanisms governing the oxygen ordering process in the CuOx basal
plane of the high-r c superconductor YBa2Cu306+x (YBCO) and how it influences the
superconducting properties are still not satisfactorily settled. Previously we have found that the
superstructure for oxygen stoichiometries x = 0.36 and x = 0.50 were the double-cell ortho-II
structure, whereas the triple-cell ortho-Ill structure was observed for x = 0.77.' A central
question in these studies is the reason why long range ordered superstructures do not appear and
why the transition temperatures to the superstructure phases are strongly suppressed compared
to the expectations from most theoretical model calculations. In the detailed study on a high
purity crystal with the ideal composition for ortho-II, x = 0.50, the longest correlation length
ever reported for this superstructure was observed (see Table 1, marked *), and it was suggested
that the finite correlation lengths result from random field-effects due to impurities.1
To study the phase properties further, we have prepared single crystals with different purity and
oxygen stoichiometry using a gasvolumetric technique, determined their superconducting Tc
from ac-susceptibility data, and measured superstructures by high-energy (90 keV) synchrotron
x-ray diffraction on the triple crystal diffractometer at the BW5 beam-line at HASYLAB using
SrTiOj (2 0 0) with 15" HWHM mosaiciry as monochromator and analyzer crystals.
Superconducting T^, structural ordering temperature, TOu/oiu> a n ^ room temperature correlation
lengths, 4 = 1/qmvHM > of different crystals are given in Table 1. Notice that two high purity
crystals with .v = 0.50 (grown by different groups) have similar correlation lengths, and that the
correlationn lengths of the superstructures decrease with increasing impurity or doping levels, as
expected from freezing due to random fields. With only 6 % Al in the CuOx basal plane the
ortho-II superstructure disappears. It is also interesting to note that the high purity crystal with
ideal oxygen stoichiometry for ortho-Ill structure, x = 0.67, does not show any superstructure.
Table 1: Composition, superconducting 7"^ structural ordering and transition temperature, and the
correlation lengths at room temperature along the a, b and c directions of pure and doped YBa:Cu306<.x

Doping

TCK

Ordering

Ton/oil!
K

4*A

^A

^CA

High purity
High purity
High purity
High purity
Pure, no Al
6% Al-doped
High purity
High purity
High purity

41
23
59
—
50
30
64
68
84

Ortho-II
Ortho-II
Ortho-II
Ortho-II
Ortho-II
None
None
Ortho-Ill
Ortho-Ill

360
360
398
360
395
None
None
330
350

12
12
57
64
15
None
None
18
20

—

7
4
28
30
9
None
None
3
=0

Oxygen
X

0.35
0.36
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.67
0.72
0.77

97
223
198
—
None
None
51
58

Contributions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 in: Annual Progress Report 1994: Department of Solid State Physics, Riso
National Laboratory, January 1995, and P. Schleger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 1446 (1995), and Physica C 241,
103 (1995).
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Influence of Al Doping on the Structural Properties of Al
Doped YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+r Single Crystals
E. Brecht, W.W. Schmahl, H. Fuess, FB Materialwissenschaft, TH Darmstadt, Germany,
N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark,
Th. Wolf, ITP, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
It is well known that doping of YBa2Cu3_rMrO6+y with trivalent ions such as Fe 3+ , Co 3+
or Al 3+ on the Cu(l) chain sites leads to a decrease of the orthorhombic long range order
and causes a structural change from orthorhombic to a macroscopic tetragonal symmetry
at a doping concentration i of about 0.09. However, these macroscopic tetragonal symmetry is related to small orthorhombic domains, which lead to a tweed-like contrast in TEM
images.
In order to understand the role of Al on the structural properties in these compounds,
we investigated single crystals with an Al content i of 0.19 by XRD, TEM and neutron
diffraction. The as prepared crystals are tetragonal with a mean twin-domain size of about
5 nm. In x-ray single crystal studies we find an oxygen content y <1 in the basal plane
for these samples, which is in confirmation with theoretical calculations performed by Andersen et al.1). Neutron diffraction studies are in progress, in order to obtain the oxygen
content more properly.
Reduction of these crystals at T~1073 K and low oxygen partial pressure and reoxidation
at T~623 K lead to a change from tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry. This structural
change is related to the Al ions forming clusters during the reduction process. Since the
reoxidation is performed at low temperatures, where the Al is not mobile, the orthorhombic
order increases, which is related to the fact, that the defect-density decreases by the cluster
formation.
The structural properties of crystals which were reduced under extreme conditions (TR=
1073 K, p(O2)<10" 5 ) in order to get them as oxygen depleted as possible, were studied by
neutron diffraction. The Al is found to enter only Cu(l) lattice sites. The oxygen content
y in the basal plane is refined to 0.25. The oxygen cannot be removed completey from
this basal plane, since the Al3+ is higher coordinated than the Cu 1+ . Considering the Al
content of i=0.19, each Al is therefore surrounded by about 5/4 oxygen neighbors in this
plane. Under the assumption, that the Al ions are clustered, one 0 per Al in the basal
plane would be expected for a tetrahedral coordination, whereas two Al are needed for an
octahedral coordination. From our present data, an octahedral coordination can therefore
be ruled out, whereas a tetrahedral coordination, which is very common in minerals, is
more likely.
Since this situation is not yet fully clear, structural studies of the reoxidized, orthorhombic
crystals may gain more information about the clustering of the Al ions and their coordination.

11

J.V. Andersen, N.H. Andersen, O.G. Mouritsen, and H.F. Poulsen, Physica C 214, 143
(1993)
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Theory and Computer Simulation of Diffuse Scattering

T. Fiig, P. A. Lindgard, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National
Laboratory, Denmark, J. Berlin, Supercomputer Computations Research Institute Florida
State University, USA, and O.G. Mouritsen, Department of Physical Chemistry, The
Technical University of Denmark
The analysis of the diffuse scattering of neutrons or X-rays is an important tool in the
disentangling of the properties of complex systems. Computer simulations are important
since they allow a direct comparison between models and experiments. With modern
technique and powerful computers it is at present possible to study systems of the same
size over which the studied crystals are perfect. In order to obtain a simple understanding
of the diffuse scattering we have analytically investigated the results for a number of
mathematical distributions of domains in one dimensions with the purpose to see the
effect of the excluded volume, a preferred domain size etc. It is found that the line shapes
for an exponential distribution ( a e~KT) is quite close to a Lorentzian, however the FWHM
is strongly dependent on the volume fraction x of the domains yielding an effective inverse
correlation length /c e // = K/(1 — x). For distributions with a characteristic length I, (for
example a Poisson distribution) the line shape becomes for small x more like a Lorentzian
squared and for large x a satellite peak occurs at a wave vector with no simple relation
to L Various line shapes are shown in Fig. 1. These results are difficult to generalize
to higher dimensions and we have therefore performed computer simulations after a large
scale implementation on the connection machine. The advantage of using this machine as
compared to work stations is in particular evident for very large systems. Figure 2 shows
a contour plot of the simulated diffuse scattering for the high Tc material YBa 2 Cu 3 06.s
using a 256 x 256 x 162 lattice. We have used the ASYNNNI model which quantitatively
accounts for the structural properties of this system, as was recently demonstrated1^.

-4.0

-2.0

0.0

4.0

q-vector
Fig. 1. Calculated lineshapes for the diffuse scattering for various cluster distribution functions in a one-dimensional chain
when taking into account the 'excluded' volume effect.

Fig. 2. Simulated diffuse scattering for YBa2Cu3C>6.4 at
800 K using a 256 x 256 x 16 lattice.

l)

T. Fiig, J. V. Andersen, N. H. Andersen, P.-A. Lindgard, O. G. Mouritsen, and H. F.
Poulsen, (1993). Physica C217, 34.
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Lattice-gas Monte Carlo Simulations on the Connection Machine

S. Mannstaedt, O.G. Mouritsen, Department of Physical Chemistry, The Technical University of Denmark, T. Fiig, N.H. Andersen, and P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid
State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
In order to determine the effect on the material properties of the interplay between oxygen
ordering and the diffusive motion of metal-ion dopants in YBa2Cu3_yMyO6+x, (M = Co,
Fe, Al), we have developed a Monte Carlo computer-simulation program. The program is
written in optimized C* for a lattice-gas model and implemented on a CM200 connection
machine (CM). Interacting neighboring sites in the lattice-gas model cannot be updated
simultaneously, since it is not possible to satisfy detailed balance. We have therefore
developed a program, which takes full advantage over all single-bit processors available
on the CM200, by updating several independent systems at the same time. The statistical mechanical lattice-gas model we have used to study the effect of metal-ion doping in
YBa 2 Cu 3 _ y M y O 6 + I is a modified version1) of the 2D ASYNNNI model which is known,
to account quantitatively for the structural properties of YBa2Cu3G"6+x2'. The objective
is to determine if a suitable choice of the effective nearest neighbor interaction parameter
for an oxygen pair around metal ion (V^) may lead to M-dopant clustering as observed
experimentally 3 '. The equilibrium is reached very slowly in the case of parallel updating,
probably because the formation of the clustering is hampared by the limitations in the
parallel-movement algorithm. The results of the simulations (Fig. 1) show that for systems with low oxygen content the M-dopants will start to cluster in large formations when
the VjM parameter is sufficiently attractive (V:M > 0.3). For systems with a high oxygen
content the M-dopant clustering is not observed. These observations are in agreement
with experimental observations. The results may be used to gain a better understanding
of the superconducting properties of YBa2Cu3_yMyO6+x.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. M-dopant clustering for a 64 x 64 system at T = 800 K with metal concentration 7.5%. (a)
1 ^ = 0 . 2 0 and 5% oxygen, (b) VxM=0.33 and 5% oxygen, (c) ^ " = 0 . 3 3 and 50% oxygen.
1}

J. V. Andersen, N. H. Andersen, 0 . G. Mouritsen, and H. F. Poulsen (1993). Physica
C 214, 142.
2)
T. Fiig, J. V. Andersen, N. H. Andersen, P. A. Lindgaard, 0 . G. Mouritsen, and H. F.
Poulsen (1993). Physica C 217, 34.
3
> S. Katsuyama, Y. Ueda, and K. Kosuge (1990). Physica C 165, 404.
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Phase Diagram, Structure Factor, and Oxygen Equilibrium Pressure of
YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+x Studied by Monte Carlo Simulation1*

T. Fiig, N.H. Andersen, P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark, J.V. Andersen, Department of Physics, McGill University,
Montreal, Canada, O.G. Mouritsen, Department of Physical Chemistry, The Technical
University of Denmark, and H.F. Poulsen, HASYLAB, Hamburg, Germany
The structural order and the oxygen equilibrium pressure related to the variable oxygen
content in the basal CuO r plane of the high temperature superconductor YBa 2 Cu3O6 +r ,
(0 < i < 1), have been studied by Monte Carlo simulations with the two-dimensional
ASYNNNI lattice gas model. The interaction parameters in the ASYNNNI model include the nearest-neighbor repulsive interaction, V\, and the anisotropic next-nearestinteraction parameters, which are attractive, (V2), and repulsive, (V3), depending on
whether or not the two oxygen atoms are bridged by a Cu atom. The structural phase
diagram has been calculated for the interaction parameters, Vi = — Vo, V2 = 0.36 Vo and
V3 = -0.12 VQ, and good agreement with experimental data for the phase line separating the tetragonal disordered and the two orthorhombic ordered structures, ortho-I and
ortho-II has been etablished by the choice: VQ/kB = 5430 K (see Fig. 1). The calculated phase diagram was determined from an investigation of the order parameters and
their fluctuations as well as by use of an improved version of the Ferrenberg-Swendsen
method. The structure factors have been calculated as function of temperature and wave
vector for the oxygen stoichiometry, x = 0.4, for which the double cell ortho-II phase is
predicted to be thermodynamic stable at room temperature, but only short range correlations of this structural phase has been observed experimentally. However, excellent
agreement is found between measured room temperature neutron diffraction data and the
structure factors calculated just above the structural phase line. We suggest that the
observation of an orthorhombic distortion, simultaneously with only short range ortho-II
oxygen order at room temperature is due to freezing-in of an ortho-II domain state with
a preferred oxygen chain direction and accordingly only two types of domains. Using
thermodynamic relations the chemical potential determined from the ASYNNNI model
has been related to the oxygen equilibrium pressure. Characteristic features observed in
available experimental data are predicted but quantitative agreement is not established
(see ref. 1).

0.1s

Tetragonal
ortho-I

0.10

-

0.0s
• • Simulation
• Experiment
0.00
00

0.5
STOlCHIOMETRY FACTOR x

1.0

Fig. 1. The structural phase diagram of YBa2Cu306+r in
the x — T plane obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. Solid
circles represent data obtained by Glauber dynamics, while
the diamonds represents results obtained with Kawasaki
dynamics. The triangles are experimental data points. The
location of the points were obtained from the position of the
peak in the fluctuation of the relevant order parameter. The
(*) indicates the position in phase space where the neutron
diffraction data, that have been analysed within the context
of the ASYNNNI model, were recorded.

J)

T. Fiig, J.V. Andersen, N.H. Andersen, P.A. Lindgard, O.G. Mouritsen, and H.F.
Poulsen, (1993). Physica C 217, 34.
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Monte Carlo Simulations of Enhanced Lattice Gas Models for the High
Temperature Oxygen Ordering Thermodynamics in YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6+x

P. Schleger and N.H. Andersen, Ris0 National Laboratory, Department of Solid State
Physics, Roskilde, Denmark
We have studied by Monte Carlo simulation two modifications to the 2D asymmetric
next-nearest neighbour interaction (ASYNNNI) lattice gas model describing the oxygen
ordering thermodynamics in the basal plane of YBa 2 Cu30 6+ x- Although the ASYNNNI
model is able to qualitatively describe the basic structural oxygen ordering phenomena 1 ),
it fails to reproduce the behaviour of the chemical potential (see Fig. 1). Two models
have been put forward recently, which go beyond the ASYNNNI model, utilizing different approaches to take into account additional intrinsic electronic degrees of freedom. In
the model of Uimin et al?\ an expression is derived for the free energy of finite chain
fragments, based upon ground state energy calculations for the ID Kondo-lattice approximation for the chain fragment electronic structure. The other approach3), consists of
assuming a narrow band limit for the motion of the charge carriers, reducing the thermodynamic description of the electronic states to seperate configurational entropies for the
electropn spin and charge.
0.5
In Fig. 1, we show the results for the calculation of the non-ordering susceptibitity,
fcT{dx/dii)T,
for the pure ASYNNNI, as
well as the two alternate models. The nonordering susceptibility is a thermodynamic
response function, analogous to the specific
heat and compressibility. It is sensitive to
the details of the oxygen chemical potential,
and represents a stringent test for oxygen
ordering models in YBa 2 Cu 3 06+i for temperatures above 450° C. One sees that the
ASYNNNI model differs drastically from experiment.
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Fig. 1. Plot of kT(dx/dfi)T
chemical potential).

vs. x (n is the

The model of Uimin shows some slight improvements. The narrow band hopping model,
however, improves the agreement to experiment drastically. It clearly shows the importance of the underlying spin and charge degrees of freedom upon the behaviour of the
oxygen chemical potential. The narrow band hopping model also agrees quantitatively
with measurements of the fractional site occupancies as well as the shape of the Cu 1+
count vs. x x) . We are currently investigating how the additional electronic terms modify
the structural phase diagram.
1J

T. Fiig, J.V. Andersen, N.H. Andersen, P.-A. Lindgard, O.G. Mouritsen, and H.F.
Poulsen, (1993). Physica C 217, 34.
:)
G. Uimin and J. Rossat-Mignod, (1991). Physica C 182, 11.
3)
P. Schleger, W.N. Hardy, and H. Casalta, Phys. Rev B 48, in press.
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15 Theory and Computer Simulation of Diffuse Scattering from Lattice Gas
Models
T. Fiig, N.H. Andersen, P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National
Laboratory, Denmark, and G. Uimin Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Russia
For one-dimensional ordered structures the relation between the structure factor S(q) and
the cluster size distribution V{n) is discussed. For a number of one-dimensional models the
problem of excluded volume related to densely packed ordered structures is treated exactly
and the corresponding line shapes are found. In table 1, S^(q) has been calculated for
different pertinent cluster size distributions V{n). The long lasting problem where there is
a strong correlation between particles and vacancies has also been solved. Comparing the
^-function distribution (iv) with the Poisson distribution (vi), we see that due to the variation of cluster lengths around la, the intensity does not vanish at any q-vector. For small
particle concentration x < ipOisson ~ 0.33, S&{{q) has a maximum at q = 0. The line shape
depends on the particular value of I. In (v) we see that an exponential distribution gives
rise to a cosine form for S<a[{q), which is exactly equal to an infinite sum over Lorentzian
line shapes. However, the excluded volume effect gives rise to a broadening of the peaks,
where the FVVHM is increased from K to K/(1 —X). Neglecting this effect in an experimental
fit may drastically underestimate the correlation length.

I + u1 — 2u cos(g)

e'* = - i - f ; E>(n)«"(n+1)"]
1

X

n=0

J

—= 2xx/la
- x)(C - x - zt)snr(gal/2)
1.1,1

= i/f, V = 1 - i(l + 1/7)

3i = 2lx(l-x)s\a"-{qal/2)
0H = (x(l - x)sin{qa)si\)(qal)/2 + x'-sm!{qaef2)
lir/a

+jVexp(—nna

M = i [e" - if /e A ", V = 1 - ie M1

(1 -a)-' + 7(l-cos(ga|)

a = e", 7 = 2o(l - xf - 2i(l - i)a(a - 1)
Ixx/ta
i i > :

+ 7,(1 - c o s

AT = {z/l)e-r, V = 1 - i(l + I/O

a, = «'"•<<"'-'cos(<siu(9a)), ^, = e lf "»(i')-« + i - 2a,
7, = 2l{\ - i)(/ -lz-x)
+ 2/i(I - x)o,
A, = 2/(1 - i)e('-'"(*'l"fsii)(?a)sm(^sm(9a))

Table 1. Cluster size distribution V(n) and corresponding structure factor 5<jir(?). The distributions are:
(iv) (5-function distribution; (v) exponential distribution; (vi) Poisson distribution.
l)

T. Fiig, N.H. Andersen, P.-A. Lindgard, and J. Berlin. Phys. Rev. B, submitted.
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Mean-field and Monte Carlo Calculations of the Three-Dimensional Structure Factor for YBa 2 Cu 3 06+ x
T. Fiig, N.H. Andersen, P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National
Laboratory, Denmark, and J. Berlin, Thinking Machines Corporation, 45 First Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
We have developed a general mean-field matrix theory for calculating phase boundaries and
structure factors of a broad class of lattice gas Hamiltonians, which allow for any finite range
interactions. We investigated the oxygen order in YBa 2 Cu 3 06+ x by applying our mean field
theory and by Monte Carlo simulation using an extension to three dimensions of the well
known two-dimensional Anisotropic Next Nearest Neighbor Interaction lattice gas model
(the ASYNNNI model). The calculation of the structure factor in three spatial dimensions
on a 256 x 256 x 16 system has been implemented on a massively parallel computer, the
Connection Machine CM2. This allows for an extremely accurate determination of the line
shape of the structure factor for all scans in reciprocal space. We report on the results
for an oxygen stoichiometry of i = 0.4, x = 0.5, and x = 0.6 for temperatures between
T = 450A' and T = S00K. Our results for the line shapes of the structure factor at the
(|,0,0) superstructure reflection have been compared with mean-field predictions in Fig.
1 and with recent neutron and synchrotron X-ray diffraction measurements. The result for
our mean-field calculation for the structurefactor yields:
=

t

kBTb

q)}

, where

(3)
(4)

(X)-1 - 2V3 cos(qx) - 2V2 cos(qy) - 2V4 cos(q2)

and Xa,Xd are the local susceptibilities on the two interpenetrating sublattices, which constitute the CuO x planes, and Vn the ASYNNNI interaction parameters.
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Fig 1. The lineshapes of the (^,0,0) superstructure reflection Sdir(g) along the a-axis (h-scan) is shown on
a (natural)logarithmic scale for x = 0.4, r = 0.5, and i = 0.6 from T = 0.12 (450K) to T - 0.18 (800K).
The open circles are the actual data points, while the solid curves represent the best fit to Eq. (??) plus
a diffuse peak centered around (1,0,0) for the ortho-I phase. Deviations indicate non-equilibrium domain
formations. This is in particular evident at x = 0.6 due to the increased relaxation time.
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Theory of the Transition Temperatures for Lattice Gas Models

T. Fiig, P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
Lattice gas (LG) models are of importance for describing the statistical properties of many
materials, from alloys to polymers. For the high Tc material YBa 2 Cu 3 06+r, the ASYNNNI
model has recently been studied extensively by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
MC is very time consuming and in order to get an analytic understanding of the dependence of a phase diagram on both interaction parameters and oxygen concentration i , it is
important to have a basic theory. We have developed a general mean field theory for any
LG model and shown that the non-trivial line shape for the susceptibility function x(q) is
in agreement with iMC data in all q-space (in this case x(q) = Xn(q))- This allows us to utilize the sum rule which relates J2q ^B^Mq) to the occupation probability ~ i ( l -x). From
this we can analytically determine the transition temperature Tc which includes fluctuation
corrections very well. The application of the sum rule method is a new generalization of
the so called spherical method previously only used in context with continuous models like
the Heisenberg model - with good results. In this theory we have had to solve a generalized
Watson-type integral yielding

G{t) = [*['['
Jo

Jo Jo

dxdydz

= 71R L ' d x k ' m '

(5)

t — a cos x — /3 cos y — 7 cos z

where fc = {4/37/[(< - Q C O S I ) 2 - (/? - 7)*])* and tf(fc) is the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind. Here t is related to Tc and a,0,7 to the interaction parameters in the x,y,z
directions. Using this theory we have first calculated the influence on T c of introducing
a coupling parameter V4 in the third dimension for the ASYNNNI model. Because of the
change of dimensionality from 2D to 3D the influence is very dramatic as shown on Fig.
1. We have also calculated the transition temperatures as a function of x for both 2D and
3D. The results are shown in Fig. 2. in comparison with the MC results. A remarkable
feature is that the theory correctly predicts a shift in the maximum for the 3D case. This
is due to the complicated multi-sublattice interactions in the ASYNNNI model and in
particular the strong interaction Vi which deters simultaneous occupation on subsystems
with perpendicular oxygen chains.
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the transition temperature as a function of the interaction parameter V4
in the third dimension for the ASYNNNI model.
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Fig. 2. The theoretical prediction for Tc(x) for the
2D and 3D ASYNNNI models, valid for z w 0.5.
V, are experimental data, full symbols are 3D,
and O 2D MC simulation data, respectively.
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Strain Effects in a Lattice-Gas Model

S. Mannstaedt", G. S. Pawley, Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of
Edinburgh, Scotland, N. H. Andersen, T. Fiig, P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State
Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark, and 0 . G. Mouritsen °Department of Physical Chemistry, The Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
Strain effects are included in the ASYNNNI lattice gas model, which is used to describe the
oxygen ordering of the YBa2Cu3O6+x high-Tc superconductor. The geometry of the twindomains rules that the oxygen forms Cu-0 chains in mutually perpendicular directions in
different domains. In reality this causes distortions which in the lattice gas model may be
simulated by shifting the metal ions to intermediate sites. The strain is added to the lattice
gas model by introducing a spring energy that increases with the oxygen chain lengths, and
it is assumed that the strain may be released by the creation of defects in the structure
and allowing the metal ions to shift to the intermediate sites. Because the spring energy
is generated by the distortion of the lattice, which the oxygen ordering forces onto the
crystal, it has to be calculated along both the a and b axes. The strain can take account
for twin domains in both the Ortho-I and the Ortho-II phase, see Fig. 1. The strain-energy
is calculated by use of two terms: 1) A long-distance term which is the accumulation of the
strain in the lattice. Similar to Hooks law, the energy is calculated by a spring constant
(K' along the oxygen chains, and K x perpendicular to the oxygen chains) times the spring
length squared. 2) A local term (KNNN) which accounts for the energy barrier for making
a deformation of the unit-cell configuration. The Hamiltonian for the system therefore
becomes:

= WASYNNNI - A'1 £ l / l ( + ) 2 - / | ( - ) 2 | -

- /x(-) 2 | -

(6)

where WASYNNNI is the ASYNNNI model Hamiltonian, and m,- = 1,0 is the metal ion
occupation variables. The function / is gives the length of a perfect unit cell arrangement,
either up (/(+)) or down (/(—)) an axis, to the point where the chain is broken by a defect
in the lattice.

Fig. 1. Twin domains for a very strong spring constant. A weak spring constant gives rise to larger twin
domains, (a) twin domains in the Ortho-I phase, (b) twin domains in the Ortho-II phase.
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19 Effect of the Fermionic Degrees of Freedom on t h e Phase Diagram and
t h e S t r u c t u r e Factor for Y B a j C u 3 O 6 + I
T. Fiig, N.H. Andersen, P. Schleger, P.-A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State Physics,
Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark, and G. Uimin, Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Russia
It is now well-established that the superconducting properties of the YBajCuaOs+x type
high Tc superconductors are strongly dependent on the details of the oxygen ordering in the
CuO r plane of the structure. It is therefore important to establish models that may be used
to describe these oxygen ordering phenomena. The concentration of oxygen holes in the
CuO x planes has experimentally been estimated to be 30%. A charge transfer mechanism
has therefore been proposed1), which calculates the free energy f(n,m) per oxygen site of
a copper-oxygen chain fragment containing n 0 atoms, m O2~ and (n — m) O~, based on
a Kondo like model. The free energy <f>(n) of a copper-oxygen chain fragment of length n,
is calulated from
,-n<t>(n)/kBT

_

o-nJ(n,m)/kgT

(7)

m=0

where f(n,m) only depends on the ratio £ = m/n, and may be aproximated very well
by a parabola with minimum around f = 0.7. We have included this free energy term
4>{n) in addition to the traditional 2D-ASYNNNI model Hamiltonian. The result of such a
phenomenological incorporation of fermionic degrees of freedom causes an additional degree
of disorder, favoring formation of copper-oxygen chain fragments of finite lengths. Through
a change in the lengths distribution of the copper-oxygen chain, a renormalization of the
absolute temperature scale is observed in Fig. 1. In addition a splitting in the structure
factor along the ^-direction arises as a result of a predominant length scale, as shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. The structural phase diagram of
YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + r . Triangles are experimental data,
solid circles, diamonds and full line are results
of a Monte Carlo simulation on the ASYNNNI
model. Solid squares includes the fermionic degrees of freedom.

Fig. 2. The simulated (^,0,0) Ortho-II superstructure peak at x = 0.8 and kBT = 0.46. The
inclusion of the fermionic degrees of freedom gives
rise to a splitting along the &-axis.

G. Uimin, Phys. Rev. B 50, 9531 (1994).
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Monte Carlo Simulations of the YBa2Cu3.yMyO6+x, M = (Al, Co, Fe) System

S. Mannstaedt, O.G. Mouritsen, Department of Physical Chemistry, the Technical University of
Denmark, N.H. Andersen, T. Fiig and P.A. Lindgard, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso
National Laboratory, Denmark.
It is well-known that M = Al, Fe and Co substitute mainly on the Cu(l) sites in the basal plane
of the high-r c superconductor YBa2Cu3.yMyO6+x (YBCO), and that the changes in the structural
and superconducting properties are strongly depending on the materials preparation method.1
Previously, the structural changes and the reduction of Tc as function of doping level, y, for
randomly distributed dopants have been studied by Monte Carlo simulations based on a
modified version of the 2d ASYNNNI model, where an additional attractive model parameter,
V/u, for the nearest neighbor oxygen interaction around the M-dopants was introduced,2 and it
was shown that this model can account for clustering of the M-dopants at low oxygen
stoichiometry.
We have extended the Monte Carlo simulation studies based on the modified version of the
ASYNNNI model. The simulations have been carried out for different system sizes and values
of the interaction parameter, V,S1, under conditions that are in agreement with experiments. From
analyses of the ordering properties it has been found that for VtM = 0.38 the model can account
quantitatively for the experimental observations of the structural ordering properties. In Fig. I is
shown the result of the orthorhombic order parameter as function of doping level under
conditions corresponding to sample preparation in 1 bar of oxygen. As observed experimentally,
the orthorhombic structure disappears fory > 0.1 both with F/ v/ = 0.12 and 0.38, but not if V,'Kf
is zero. Under conditions simulating low oxygen pressure at high temperatures with mobile Mdopant and oxygen atoms, followed by oxidation at lower temperatures, where only the oxygen
atoms are mobile, we find that only V/ = 0.38 reproduces the experimental observations. These
show that the orthorhombic structure exists for high doping levels due to clustering of the Mdopants. Thus, the simple modified version of the ASYNNNI model with V,M = 0.38 appears to
be a good starting model for studies of the structural ordering in M-doped YBCO.

1.00
•(0.00)
• (0.12)
0.80

• (0.38)

Fig. 1. The order parameter of the orthorhombic phase
obtained by Monte Carlo simulations based on the
modified version of the ASYNNNI model using
standard interaction parameters for the Cu(l) atoms and
V,M= (0, 0.12, 0.38) for the M-dopants. The simulations
have been carried out under conditions corrsponding to
1 bar of oxygen and with mobile oxygen and M-dopant
atoms at high temperture, but only oxygen atoms are
mobile at low temperature.
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^ S. Katsuyama, U. Ueda and K. Kosuga, Physica C 165, 404 (1990).
| J.V. Andersen, N.H. Andersen, O.G. Mouritsen and H.F. Poulsen, Physica C 214, 143 (1993).
' S. Mannstaedt et al., Computational Materials Science 3, 9 (1994).
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Magnetic Structures in PrBa2Cu3O6+r

M.P. Nutley, Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France, A.T. Boothroyd, A. Longmore,
Oxford University, UK, N.H. Andersen, H. Casalta, and P. Schleger, Department of Solid
State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
is an interesting member of the iso-structural family LnBa2Cu3O6+x (Ln
= lanthanide ion) because it is the only one that is not a high-temperature superconductor. As the magnetism in the cuprate superconductors appears to be competing with
superconductivity the knowledge of the changes in the magnetic properties related to the
Pr ions may provide important information on the superconducting state itself. From
single crystal neutron diffraction studies carried out on samples prepared under different
oxidation conditions a rather complicated behaviour has emerged. It involves both the
Cu and Pr ions, and it depends on the oxygen stoichiometry and temperature. Magnetic
Bragg reflections were observed with indices of the types ( | , | , /) and (f, | , 5), h and / being integers. The former type of reflection (except / = 0) were present at all temperatures
measured (2 K to 300 K), and arise from an antiferromagtic arrangement of the Cu spins
in the CuO 2 planes, with the spins in the basal CuO x planes of the structure disordered.
This magnetic structure also occurs in YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + x when 1 is less than 0.5, and is referred to as the AMI phase. The ( | , | , | ) reflections appear at a temperature well below
300 K (depending on the level of oxygenation) and correspond to the formation of a new
antiferromagnetic structure, the AM2 phase, in which the Cu spins in the basal CuO r
planes begin to order weakly while the Cu spins in adjacent CuO2 planes rotate in unison
such that they are set at an angle relative to one another. Figure 1 shows the temperature
variation of the intensities of the (\, \,2), ( j , | , | ) , and ( j , ^,0) reflections measured from
a crystal with highest oxygen content. The transition from the AMI to the AM2 phase
is seen to occur at about 10 K. According to the Cu ordering models described above the
(^, | , 0) reflection is predicted to be zero in both phases. This peak is interpreted to result
from the Pr ordering. It is highly extended along the z direction indicating that the Pr
ordering is relatively two-dimensional with a correlation length along the z axis of 50 A
(see Fig. 2). The magnetic ordering temperature of Pr is unusually high, which indicates
that the 4/-electrons of Pr hybridize with the charge carriers in the CuO2 planes.
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Fig. 1. The temperature variation of the ( | , j , 2),
( 5 , 5 , ! ) and ( j , j , 0 ) magnetic reflections measured by neutron diffraction from a single crystal
of PrBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + J ..
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Fig.
2. Scan in the z direction through
the ( J I j , 0 ) magnetic reflection indicating twodimensional Pr ordering. The line is a fit to a
Lorentzian function.
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Structural Study of LnBaCuFeO s + i , (Ln = Y, Pr)

M.J. Ruiz-Aragon, U. Amador, E. Moran, Depto. Q. Inorgdnica, Universidad Complutense
de Madrid, Spain, and N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National
Laboratory, Denmark
The structure of the above materials is closely related to that of the high-Tc superconductor
YBasCuaOe+x- It can be described as an oxygen-deficient two-fold perovskite superstructure
with double layers of squared pyramids [BO5] sharing apical oxygen, where Ba 2+ ions
occupy the perovskite cuboctahedral A position and Y 3+ is located in between the layers.
However, there is some controversy about the B positions, and there is no definite model
for the magnetic structure.
Materials were prepared by the "nitrate method". Neutron diffraction was performed at
different temperatures on the multi-detector powder-diffractometer at the DR3 reactor at
Riso National Laboratory. Refinements of the neutron diffraction data were first made with
space group P4mmm, but the best results were obtained using P4/mmm. In this model
iron and copper occupy one crystallographic position, being randomly distributed in the
two equivalent [BO5] layers. Table I collects the structural parameters for PrBaCuFeO y and
YBaCuFeOy at room temperature. It is worth noting that some extra oxygen (6 = 0.24(1))
is found at (^22) ' n ^ e Pr-containing material, but not in the Y-material.
Table I. Structural parameters for PrBaCuFeO5 o 4 ( 1 ) ("PBCF") and YBaCuFeO5 ("YBCF") at 298K.
PrBaCuFeO 5 > 2 4 ( 1 ) ; S.G: P4/mmm, aN=3.9'246(2)A, cN=7.7632(4)A. V=119.6(1)A3, R p =8.2%,
R ^ I O . 5 % , Rjvj = 7.3%, R €xp =4.4%, X2 =5.8
YBaCuFeO 5 ; S.G: P4/mmm. aN=3.8736(2)A, cN=7.6637(3)A, V=115.0(l)A3, R p ^7.5%, R ^ I O . 5 % ,
R N =9.3%, R«Xp= 4.7%, X2=1O.6,
ATOM
YBCF
PBCF
Ba
Pr
Y
Cu
Ft
O(l)
O<2>
1 CK3)

SITE
la (4/mmm)
lb (4/mmm)
2h (4mm)
2h (4mm1
lc (4/mmml
4if2mm)
Id (4/mmm)

x/a
0
0
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

\a

y/b
0
0
1/2
1/2
1/2
0
1/2

z/c
YBCF
0
1/2
0.2679(2)
0.2679(2)
0
0.3153(2)

PBCF
0
1/2
0.2588(2)
0.2588(2)
0
0.298 \(2)
1/2

Occ.
YBCF | PBCF
1
1
I
1

t
1
1
4
| 0.24(1)

B*q/AYBCF
PBCF
0.77(8)
0.66(8)
0.20(3)
0.26(9)
0.33(3)
0.20(3)
0.33(3)
0.20(3)
0.96(9)
1.1(1)
0.57(2)
0.97(61
0.96(9)

Interestingly enough, the PrBaCuFeO524 sample shows no magnetic peaks at room temperature while YBaCuFeO5 is antiferromagnetically ordered with a Neel temperature of about
490, a magnetic unit cell: aM = b\t = V2a^,cM = 2cN and a propagation vector (5^5). A
second magnetic phase transition at about 250 K has been found, as can be seen in Fig. 1,
and at low temperature (~ 22 K) an abnormal behaviour of the magnetic susceptibility has
been found. The study of the magnetic structure at different temperatures of YBaCuFeOs
is in progress.
Fig. 1. Magnetic susceptibility as a function of
temperature. Two magnetic phase transitions are
observed at 490 K and 250 K. At low temperature
(22 K) an abnormal behaviour is evident.
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Absence of AF Reordering at Low Temperature in Pure YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6 + I

H. Casalta, P. Schleger, W. Montfrooij, N.H. Andersen, B. Lebech, Department of Solid
State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark E. Brecht, W.W. Schmahl, H. Fuess
Fachbereich Materialwissenschaft, TH Darmstadt, Germany, Ruixing Liang, W.N. Hardy
Dept. of Physics, UBC, Vancouver, Canada, Th. Wolf, Institut fur Technische Physik,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
Conflicting results have been reported about the existence1'2) or not3'4'5) of an antiferromagnetic reordering (AFII) in pure YBa2Cu306+x at low temperature, corresponding to a
doubling of the magnetic unit cell along the c-axis. In here, we investigate the magnetic
ordering in an YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + x crystal (x=0.1 and x=0.18) and in an YBa2(Cu2.86Al0.;H)O6.25
crystal doped with non magnetic Al impurities. Note that the pure YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + I crystal
was grown in a zirconia crucible to avoid aluminum contamination (this contamination is
common due to the use of alumina crucibles).
The neutron scattering measurements were performed on both the cold source triple-axis
spectrometer TASl and the 4-circle diffractometer TAS2. A standard 4He-cryostat and a
furnace were used at TASl to measure from 2 K to 450 K. TAS2 was used to determine
the oxygen and aluminum contents.
T/v was deduced from the onset of the (^ \ 2) peak associated with the AFI phase and
found to be equal to 410(1) K, 368(1) K, and 411(1) K for YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 . 1 , YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 . 18
and YBa2(Cu2.86Alo.i4)06.25 respectively (Figs. 1 and 2). For the 14% Al doped sample, a
T 2 =S(1) K was found (inset Fig. 2) by following the (\ \ §) peak associated with the AFII.
The absence of the AFII phase in a pure YBa 2 Cu 3 06+r crystal, together with its appearance in an Al doped one, shows the extreme sensitivity of this transition to impurities in the
basal plane, and explains the lack of consensus concerning its existence in YBa 2 Cu 3 06+ r .
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H. Kadowaki et al., Phys. Rev. B 3 7 , 7932 (1988).
S. S h a m a t o et al, Phys. Rev. B 4 8 , 13S17 (1993).
P. Burlet et al., Physica C 1 5 3 - 1 5 5 , 1115 (19SS).
J. M. T r a n q u a d a et al., Phys. Rev. B 3 8 , 2477 (19S8).
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Effect of Al Doping on the Magnetism of YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6 + r Single Crystals

E. Brecht, W.W. Schmahl, H. Fuess, FB Materialwissenschaft, TH Darmstadt, Germany,
H. Casalta, P. Schleger, B. Lebech, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics,
Ris0National Laboratory, Denmark, and Th. Wolf, ITP, KfK Karlsruhe, Germany
In order to understand the role of Al on the magnetic properties of YBaCuO, magnetic neutron diffraction studies have been performed on reduced YBa2Cu3_r Alx06+y single crystals
with different Al content i (0.06< i <0.19) and 0 content y (0.1S< y <0.36). All crystals
showed a transition from the paramagnetic to the AFI phase at T^ w400 K. The corresponding cell is doubled in a and b directions and equal to the chemical cell along c, i.e.
the moments on the Cu plane sites are antiferromagnetically long range and 3d ordered,
while no moment is allowed on the Cu chain sites by symmetry. The moments on nearest
neighbor Cu plane layers, which are antiferromagnetically coupled along the tetragonal c
axis form an antiferromagnetic bilayer system. The average ordered moment is found to be
0.58(2) fiB and the spin-direction is lying within the ab plane. These results are similar to
those observed in the undoped system.
At low temperatures a complete reordering into a second antiferromagnetic phase AFII
occurs at a temperature T 2 . In this phase the cell is doubled in a and b as well as in c
direction, with, in contrast to the AFI phase, ferromagnetic coupling of the bilayers along
the c axis. The ordered moment of 0.55(2) \IQ found on the Cu plane-sites is similar to
that observed for the AFI phase, the spins lie in the ab plane, too. Although a moment on
the Cu chain-sites is allowed by symmetry in this phase, no moment is found on these sites
within the accuracy of our data, which is in agreement with recent NMR studies.
From our results we find a tendency that T2 increases with increasing Al content x for the
same 0 stoichiometry. The highest T2 of IS K is observed for a crystal with 1=0.19 and
y=0.36. Further, crystals, which were reduced under extreme conditions suggesting maximal Al cluster formation during the reduction process, show a decrease of T 2 . Therefore
besides the Al content the distribution of Al on the Cu chain sites is also an important
parameter effecting the AFII reordering.
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Fig. 1. (Left): Integrated intensity versus temperature of the ( ^ 2 ) and ( ^ f ) magnetic peaks associated
with the AFI and AFII phase respectively for YBa2Cu2.g1Alo.19O6.28- The integrated intensity of the ( ^ 2 )
magnetic peak shows a power law behavior / a IQ(TN - T) 2 " with a critical exponent /3 = 0.26(1).
(Right): AFII ordering sets in at as 17 K. In the temperature range between 6 K and 17 K the order parameter shows components of both phases indicating competing interactions. The AFI vanishes completely at
T<6 K, while the AFII order parameter saturates.
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Antiferromagnetic Ordering of Reduced NdBa2Cu306+x Single Crystals

E. Brecht, W. W. Schmahl, H. Fuess, FB Materialwissenschaft, TH Darmstadt, Germany, N.H.
Andersen, B. Lebech, Department of Solid State Physics, Rise National Laboratory, Denmark,
Th. Wolf, Institutfur Technische Physik, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
It has been well established that the YBa2Cu306+x (YBCO) compound shows a transition from
the metallic and superconducting phase to an isolating and antiferromagnetically ordered phase
when oxygen is removed from the Cu(l) chain layer {i.e. forx < 0.35). Two antiferromagnetic
ordered phases, which differ with respect to the stacking of the moments on the Cu(2) sites
along the c-axis, have been observed. In the pure system the antiferromagnetic phase AFI, which
correspond to an ordering vector <2,=(ly4V20), is stable over the whole antiferromagnetic region ,
whereas a small amount of trivalent ions like Al3+ on Cu(l) sites results in a reordering at low
temperatures to the AFII phase with an ordering wave-vector Q=^AW/z)} However, in the pure
NdBa 2 Cu 3 0 6+x (NdBCO) system the magnetic properties seem to be completely different
compared to the YBCO compound. In this context Moudden et al. have reported that the AFII
phase is exclusively present in their NdBCO single crystal with x =0.10, whereas Li et al.
observed a reordering from the AFI to the AFII phase far below TlV (c.f. Table I).
To elucidate this problem we have studied two undoped NdBCO single crystals with .v=0.08
and ,v=0.23. Both samples gave magnetic peaks at low temperatures which correspond to the
AFI phase, and no reordering to the AFII phase was observed down to 2 K. The transition
temperatures, Ts, from the paramagnetic phase to the AFI phase and the corresponding ordered
magnetic moments on the Cu(2) site are qouted in Table 1. The ordered magnetic moment for x
= 0.08 is in full agreement with the values observed in the Y-compound.1'2 The lower values of
r v and Hcuffl f° r x ~ 0-23 indicate that charge has been transferred from the Cu(l) layer to the
Cu(2) layer. In both crystals the spins are found to be oriented within the ab plane and thus in
agreement with the spin-direction in the YBCO compound. Table I compares the results of our
magnetic studies to results found in the literature. The discrepancies may be related to the fact
that the magnetic Nd-ions are known to occupy also the Ba-sites, which can modify the
magnetic structure. However, refinement of a full nuclear Bragg data set gave no evidence for
Nd on the Ba-sites in our crystals. Therefore, we conclude that the intrinsic magnetic behavior of
the pure NdBCO system is similar to that found in the pure YBCO system, which means that the
AFI phase is stable over the whole range of the antiferromagnetic ordering, and that most likely
the AFII phase observed by Moudden et al. and Li et al. is caused by impurities.
Table I: Transition temperatures 7}v (Neet temperture) and T2 (transition to the AFII phase), and the ordered
magnetic moment on the Cu(l) and Cu(2) sites for different NdBa:Cu3O6>, samples.
Sample
TN
T2
Mew
0.54 u fl (7=20K)
NdBa : Cu 3 O 608 '
387 K
0.34 u fl (7=30K)
289 K
b
0.54 \xB (7=80 K)
0.40 u fl (7=80K)
NdBa,Cu3O610
385 K
0.32 \xB (7=20 K)
0.83 Mfl(7=20 K)
NdBa : Cu 3 0 6 ,oc
430 K
80 K
c
0.23 MB (7=5 K)
0.27 Hfl(7-=5K)
NdBa,Cu3O635
230 K
10K
'This work, "Moudden et al., cLi etal.

' H. Casalta et al., Phys. Rev. B 50, 9688 (1994).
E. Brecht et al., Phys. Rev. B 52, 9601 (1995).
3
A.H. Moudden et a!., Phys. Rev. B 38, 8720 (1988).
1
VV.H. Li, J.W. Lynn and Z. Fisk, Phys. Rev. B 41,4089 (1989).
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Model for the Low Temperature Antiferromagnetic Phase of YBa2Cu3O6+5
Materials

G. Uimin, Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, Chernogolowka, Moscow, Russia, and
N.H.Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark
The antiferromagnetic ordering observed in the CuO2 double layer planes of the YBa 2 Cu 3 0 6+5
(YBCO) high-rc superconductor for x < 0.3 is characterized by a simple antiferrromagnetic
alignment of the Cu + spins on all nearest neighbour sites in the double layer structure. The two
magnetic phases reported: a high temperature AFI phase with Neel temperature up to 7^=410
K, and a low temperature AFII phase differ only in the way the double layers are aligned
relative to one another. In the AFI phase the coupling between adjacent planes of two
neighbouring double layers is antiferromagnetic, whereas it is effectively ferromagnetic in the
AFII phase. Accordingly, the periodicity along the c axis is one unit cell for AFI and two unit
cells for AFII. Recently, it was found that in high purity YBCO crystals only the AFI phase
exists, whereas crystals containing non-magnetic Al ions in the CuOx basal plane develop the
AFII phase at low temperatures (up to 18 K), but without forming an ordered magnetic moment
in the CuO6 chain structure. In an intermediate temperature region the Bragg peaks from both
magnetic phases are observed, and it has been speculated whether the two phases co-exist or
there exists an intermediate phase, called the TA (Turn-Angle) phase, where the spins turn
continuously from the AFI to the AFII configuration.
We have established a model that explains the existence of the AFII phase at low temperature
in Al-doped YBCO. The model is based on the conclusion that isolated Cu+ ions and singlet
pairs of Cu2+ ions bridged by an O2* ion in the CuO5 chain structure are non-magnetic and
mediate an antiferromagnetic coupling between Cu2+ spins on the adjacent CuO2 double layer
planes. However, free Cu-spins may be formed next to Al-dopants, where excess oxygen is
always present. From statistical mechanics it is shown that an effective ferromagnetic type of
coupling is established via polarization of the free spins, and that this coupling becomes
ineffective as temperature is raised. In agreement with experiments the model predicts
continuous phase transitions, the stability of the TA phase in a temperature range between AFI
and AFII and the suppression of the AFII phase at low doping levels (see Fig. 1). Using realistic
values for the model parameters we obtain transition temperatures in good agreement with
experimental values. If an in-plane anisotropy for rotation of Cu2+ spins in the CuO2 planes is
introduced a first order transition directly from AFI to AFII results for high concentrations of
free spins.

2-

o
0 00

Fig. 1. Model calculation of the magnetic phase diagram of
Al-doped YBa2Cuj06»5 containing the antiferromagnetic
phases AFI, AFII and the rum angle phase, TA, as
described in the text. For low doping levels the
concentration of free spins, .r, is estimated to be
approximately two times the concentration of Al ions in
the CuO6 chain structure. The reduced temperature, /, is
normalized to the strength of the magnetic coupling
between the Cu2+ spins in the CuO2 double layer and the
free Cu2* spins in the CuOs chain structure, which is
estimated to be about 10 K. The indirect antiferromagnetic
interaction between Cu2* ions on adjacent double layers via
non-magnetic or singlet pair sites in the CuO6 chain
structure is estimated to be 0.1 K
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Small-Angle Neutron Scattering of the Magnetic Flux Line Lattice in
NdBa 2 Cu 3 0 6+x

M. R. Eskildsen, N. H. Andersen, K. Mortensen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso
National Laboratory, Denmark, U. Yaron, P. L. Gammel, D. Bishop, AT&T Bell Laboratories,
USA, and Th. Wolf, Institutfur Technische Physik, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
We have performed SANS studies of the magnetic flux line lattice (FLL) in NdBa2Cu306+x
(NdBCO), one of the family of Re-BCO materials which exhibits high-temperature
superconductivity. The motivation for looking at NdBCO in stead of the more widely studied
YBCO1'2'3 is partly due to the difference in magnetic moment of Nd and Y, and partly due to the
fact that NdBCO is more easily grown into large single crystals. One disadvantage of Ndl23
however is that it seems to be more fragile than YBCO, and in fact the crystal used in this
experiment fell apart at some point during the measurements. The sample used in the experiment
was a 253 mg single crystal of dimensions 4x7x1.7mm3 grown in a 2rO2/Y crucible with Tc =
94.0 K and a width of less than 1 K. The FLL was studied at a number of fields and
temperatures. The following results can be derived from the measurements. The magnetic flux
line lattice shows 4-fold symmetry with additional intensity in a square structure, as shown in
Fig. 1. This is similar to what is reported in ref. 2. The resolution used in the experiment does
not allow us to resolve additional structure apart from the four major peaks. Considering the
reflectivity of the FLL versus the applied field, it is possible to extract values for the penetration
depth and the superconducting coherence length. One finds X = 950±100 A and 4 = 16 A. The
observed penetration depth is thus smaller than the 1500 A usually quoted for YBCO. Finally
the reflectivity versus temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The temperature dependence is quite
similar to what is found for YBCO. '*'
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Fig. 1. Example of the magnetic flux line lattice of
NbBCO. The picture is the sum of a rocking curve going
through the lower left and upper right Bragg peak.

Fig. 2. The reflectivity of one Bragg peak of the
magnetic flux line lattice vsersus temperature.

1
:
3

E. M. Forgan et al., Nature 343, 735 (1990).
B. Keimer et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 3459 (1994).
M. Yethiraj et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 857 (1993).
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Magnetic Ordering in High-Purity Single Crystals of PrBa : Cu 3 0 6+]t

A.Longmore, A.T. Boothroyd, Department of Physics, Oxford University, UK, N.H. Andersen,
Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark, E. Brecht, FB
Materialwissenschaft, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, Germany, and Th. Wolf. Institut filr
Technische Physik, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
Lanthanide ions are contained in many of the high-7c superconductors, and usually the
superconductivity is independent of whether the lanthanide is magnetic or not. A notable
exception is praseodymium, which often suppresses high-7c superconductivity. The most
famous material of this genre is PrBa2Cu306+x.
Our first diffraction studies of the magnetic ordering in this compound employed crystals which
contained dissolved Al from the crucible. This impurity influences the magnetic coupling in the
c-direction. Our latest studies used crystals with much lower levels of impurities, and in
particular they contained no Al. We studied oxygenated (x=0.92) and reduced (x=0.35) crystals,
and compared the results with our Al-doped crystals and with the YBa2Cu306+x system.
The onset of the Cu antiferromagnetic ordering was found to occur at temperatures of 266 K
and 347 K. for .x=0.92 and x=0.35 respectively, rather lower than in the Al-doped samples.
Further, only one magnetic phase (AFI) was observed for the Cu sublattice in the pure crystals,
whereas a second phase (AFII) had been found at low temperatures in the Al-doped crystals.
The most interesting results, however, were associated with the Pr ordering, which was observed
below 19 K and 11 K respectively fcfr the two oxygen values. Fig. 1 displays the temperature
variation of the (1/2 1/2 0) magnetic Bragg peak which arises from the Pr sublattice ordering in
the .r=0.92 crystal. Also shown is the variation of the Cu contribution to the (1/2 1/2 2) magnetic
Bragg peak. It will be seen that as the Pr ordering develops, the Cu ordering is diminished. Fig.
2 shows that the width of the (1/2 1/2 0) peak in the c-direction also correlates with the Pr
ordering. We deduce from these observations that there must be a strong coupling between the
Cu and Pr moments, and a conflict between the ordering on the Pr and Cu sublattices leads to a
reduction in the size of the Cu ordered moment and a limitation on the coherence of the Pr order
in the c-direction.
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Interstitial Oxygen Defects in Room Temperature Oxidized
La 2 _ x Sr x Cu0 4+y (0 < K 0.15)

C. Rial, U. Amador, E. Moran and M.A. Alario-Franco, Departamento de Quimica Inorganica, Facultad Ciencias Quimicas, Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain, and N.H.
Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
Oxygen non-stoichiometry influences the superconducting properties of La 2 Cu0 4 ± y and
the related Sr-doped La 2 _ x Sr x Cu0 4+y . Oxygen deficiencies reduce the hole density and
induce some disorder in the CuO2 planes which destroy superconductivity. Excess oxygen
seems to increase the positive charge carrier density and improves the superconducting
properties. However, above a certain limit of hole doping, referred to as over-doping, superconductivity is deteriorated or even suppressed. In superconducting La2_xSrxCu04, Tc
increases with Sr content until i = 0.15, where the maximum value (35 - 40 K) is reached,
and then decreases with x. This behaviour of Tc could be related to the mechanism of
over-doping. The existence of oxygen vacancies in the structure of these compounds
have been widely discussed, and evidence for excess interstitial oxygen defects at the
site (1/4, z,1/4;z « 1/4) has been reported in LaCuO 4+y , but, to our knowledge, not
in La 2 _ x Sr x Cu04 +y 1>2\ We have studied the crystal structure, superconducting properties and oxygen stoichiometry of room temperature chemically oxidized La 2 _ x Sr x Cu0 4 + v
by means of powder neutron diffraction, magnetic ac-susceptibility and thermogravimetric (TG) analysis. We expected that the superconducting properties of low Sr-doped
La 2 _ x Sr x Cu0 4 (x < 0.15) could be improved by insertion of oxygen into the structure
until the limit of over-doping is reached. As shown in Table I the effect of chemically
oxidation is in all cases an increase of Tc.. The presence of interstitial oxygen defects located at the (1/4, z, 1/4; z ss 1/4) site, as in oxygen rich La 2 Cu04 +y , is proposed fxom the
neutron diffraction data, and supported by the excess weight loss detected by TG for the
oxidized material relative to the starting ones. The lattice parameters and the amount
of excess interstitial oxygen (O,m) determined from refinement of the neutron diffraction
data and from TG are also given in Table I.
a (A)

b(A)

c(A)

a (A)

b(A)

C(A)

Oint

Oint

Tcs

Tcox

starting

starting

starting

oxidized

oxidized

oxidized

TGA

neutron

(K)

(K)

0.05*

5.3522(2)

13.175(1)

5.3824(2)

5.3445(4)

13.232(1)

5.3856(5)

0.13(2)

n.s.

39

0.09*

5.3497(8)

13.206(2)

5.3695(5)

5.3468(5)

13.238(1)

5.3663(5)

0.11

0.12(2)

31.5

39.5

X

0.12-

5.3486(5)

5.3486(5)

13.217(2)

5.3495(3)

5.3495(3)

13.237(1)

0.10

0.11(2)

34.5

39.5

0.125-

5.3484(1)

5.3484(1)

13.223(1)

5.3497(3)

5.3497(3)

13.239(1)

0.08

0.12(2)
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39.5

0.13-

5.3469(5)

5.3469(5)

13.219(2)

5.3486(3)

5.3486(3)

13.236(1)

0.08

0.12(2)

35

39

Table I. Structural and physical features of starting and oxidized La 2 _ r Sr r Cu04+ y (0 < x < 0.15)
* Cmca
• F4/mmm

*' T. Kamayama, F. Izumi, H. Asano, H. Takagi, S. Uchida, Y. Tokura, E. TakayamaMuromachi, M. Matsuda, K. Yamada, Y. Endoh, and Y. Hikada, (1990). Physica C 172,
120.
2)
Y. Ueda, Y. Fujiwara, A. Hayashi, K. Shibutani, and R. Ogawa, (1992). Physica C
198, 237.
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30 Structural and Physical Modifications Induced by Chemical Oxidation
of the High-T c Superconductor La 2 _ I Ba I CuO 4 (x = 0.115, 0.125, 0.135)
C. Rial, U. Amador, E. Moran, M.A. Alario-Franco, Depto. Q. Inorgdnica, Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, Spain, and N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics,
Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
Room temperature chemical oxidation of the above compounds with a hypobromite aqueous solution have been performed. Neutron diffraction experiments using the multi-detector
neutron powder diffractometer at the DR3 reactor at Riso National Laboratory, TGA analysis and magnetic susceptibility measurements versus temperature have been carried out.
The following preliminary results of the structural and physical changes induced by the
oxidation process have been obtained:
Thermogravimetric studies show the presence of extra oxygen in the oxidized samples. The
amount of extra oxygen increases with increasing reaction time.
Neutron powder diffraction experiments on the oxidized samples at room temperature,
120 K and 10 K, also show the presence of interstitial oxygen. An important feature is
that the oxidized samples do not undergo the structural transitions: HTT(F4/mmm)LTO(Bmab)-LTT(P4 2 /ncm) observed by several authors on fresh samples when lowering
the temperature. Diffractograms recorded at different temperatures can all be refined with
the tetragonal S.G. F4/mmm taking into account the presence of orthorhombic anisotropic
microstrains. Thus, the structural transitions to the LTO and the LTT phases (which imply
tilt of the CuO6 octahedra) are hindered by the presence of interstitial oxygen.
Susceptibility measurements (see Fig. 1) show that the superconducting transition temperature T c increases in the oxidized materials, though the properties of the x = 0.125 sample
show negligible improvement and anomalous behaviour.
Fig. 1. Left: Magnetic susceptibility of standard La 2 _ I Ba r Cu04. Right: and chemically oxidized La 2 _ r Ba r Cu0 4 + y
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Structural Changes Induced by Room Temperature Chemical Oxidation in T/OPhases of La 2 . x Nd x Cu0 4 (0<x<0.5)

C.Rial, E.Moran, M.A.Alario-Franco, Dpto.O.Inorgdnica, Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
Spain, U.Amador, C.A.I. Difraccion de Rayos-X, Universidad Complutense, Spain, and N.H.
Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark.
In recent papers we reported the modifications induced in the structure and the superconducting
properties of La2.xSrxCu04 by room temperature chemical oxidation, using a sodium
hypobromite aqueous solution.1 The insertion of extra oxygen in the position (VA,1A,~1A)
provides a mechanism of releasing the internal stress of the T/O structure at room temperature.
This effect is similar to that caused by the substitution of La3+ by Sr2+. The amount of oxygen
inserted by chemical oxidation increases with the degree of distortion of the rock-salt layer in
the starting material, such that all the oxidized phases show the same distortion of the NaCI
layer.
Following these ideas we have initiated a neutron diffration study on starting and oxidized
materials in the La2.xNdxCu04+6 (0<x<l) system, using the multi-detector diffractometer at the
DR3 reactor at Riso National Laboratory. The structural changes induced by the oxidation
process include the following results: Since Nd + ions are smaller than LaJ+ and Sr"+ the T/O
phase becomes more unstable upon substitution. Thus, for x = 0.5 two phases can be isolated
depending on the synthesis temperature: the T/O and the so-called T". For x > 0.5, the samples
are mixtures of two phases, T" and T, in proportions depending on the neodymium content. As
expected, the progressive partial substitution of LaJT by Nd + in the T/O phase induces a
decrease of the c parameter; however, the Cu-Oapjca| distance remains constant with x. Thus the
perovskite blocks seem to be "rigid", while the distance between two rock-salt layers becomes
shorter. Since the extra oxygen will be located in between two NaCl layers, only a small amount
of interstitial oxygen is expected. The refinement of our powder neutron diffraction data
confirms this point. Even more, since the degree of distortion of the NaCl layer is about the
same in all the starting samples, though the whole structure is less stable with increasing x, the
content of extra oxygen in the oxidized La2.NNdxCu04+6 (0< x <0.5) materials is also similar 5 «
0.05.1 On the other hand, this small amount of extra oxygen seems to introduce holes in the
CuO2 planes. Like in La2.xSrxCu04 samples, the removal of anti-bonding electrons from the
CuO2 sheets induces a shortening of the distance Cu-Obasa| (see Fig. I). This, and the
improvement of the geometry of the CuO2 planes, buckling and scissors angles closer to 180°
and 90°, respectively, are related to the improvement of the superconducting properties observed
in materials with the T/O structure
superconducting after oxidation.

l

Thus, the title compounds are expected to become
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Fig. 1: The distance Cu-Obj,,,|M and the buckling and scissors angles in the CuO: planes of Lai.,Nd,Oj. s

1

C. Rial ei at, Physica C 234, 237 (1994), and C. Rial eta!., Physica C 254, 233 (1995).
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Reversible T/O <-> T" Structural Phase Transition in La,-5Nd0 5 Cu0 4

C. Rial, E. Moran, M.A. Alario-Franco, Dpto. Q. Inorgdnica, Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, Spain, U. Amador, C.A.I. Difraccion de Rayos-X, Universidad Complutense, Spain, and
N.H. Andersen Department of Solid State Physics, Rise National Laboratory, Denmark
Compounds with structures related to those of superconducting materials like the so-called T/O
(K2NiF4-type) and 7" structures have been extensively studied and their crystal-chemistry is well
established. In the T/O structure the copper atoms are located in the center of an elongated
octahedron giving rise to a perovskite block. In the 7" phase the copper atoms present a squareplanar coordination, where the "Oapica|" is shifted towards tetrahedral sites giving a fluorite layer
instead of a rock-salt one in the O/T phase. A structural change from T/O to 7" occurs for
increasing Nd content along the series La2.xNdxCu04, but the existence of the so-called T" phase
has been suggested. We have observed the T" phase for x > 0.5. The difference between the two
phases seems to be that for a given Nd content T" has a slightly larger unit cell than 7", and it
has been suggested that this may result from an ordering of the La and Nd in the T" phase.
We have studied the structural phase transition in La! 5Ndo.5Cu04. Powder materials were
prepared by the sol-gel method which allowed synthesis at quite low temperatures. For materials
synthesized at 800°C (LTP) the T/O phase, as observed for materials with x < 0.5, was obtained,
but when the synthesis was carried out at 1050°C the sample showed a different structure (HTP).
The x-ray diffractogram of HTP is indexed with a unit cell slightly larger than that expected for
a 7" phase. The materials were studied by neutron powder diffraction experiments, using the
multi-detector diffractometer at the DR3 reactor at Rise National Laboratory, and TGA and
DTA measurements.
The atomic positions of the 7" phase were used as a starting model for the refinement of the
neutron diffraction data of the HTP sample. We found no evidence to support a long-range
ordering between La and Nd, but some La-Nd short-range order cannot be discarded in the T"
phase. A structural model for T" considering partial occupation of positions equivalent to the
Oapicai of the T/O phase gives the best fit to our data. This might explain the larger unit cell. Final
atomic parameters of the T" phase are collected in Table 1. The transition from the T/O phase to
the T" phase has been studied by DTA in argon. The phase transition appears to be a reversible
endothermic process taking place at s 870°C with an energy gain of = 5.3 KJ/mole. The TGA
measurements under argon showed a small weight loss that could be associated with the phase
transition, giving a material with an oxygen content of 3.97, which is in agreement with the
results from neutron diffraction data (Table 1). TGA experiments performed in air showed the
weight loss to be reversible (oxygen loss on heating and oxygen gain on cooling), though it
takes place at higher temperature than in argon (= 1030°C).
Table 1: Structural parameters for T"-La, 5Nd0 5 Cu0 4 . 5
Composition: La, ^ ^ N d o ^ , ) ^ oo(2)03.95(3) a=5.6443(2) A, c=12.4718(6) A.
S.G:F4/mmm, Rp=6.1%, Rw =%.!%, Rexp=5.6%, RB=4.0%,

Atom
La
Nd
Cu
01
02
03
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x/a
0.0
0.0
0.0
V*
V*
0.0

y/b
0.0
0.0
0.0
'/«
'/«
0.0

z/c
0.3517(1)
0.3517(1)
0.0
V*
V*
0.194(7)

Occupation
1.51(1)
0.49(1)
1.00(2)
2.00(1)
1.90(3)
0.05(1)

x=2.

Biso (A")

0.28(3)
0.28(3)
0.29(5)
0.52(3)
0.36(5)
0.36(5)
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Investigations of the New RNi 2 B 2 C (R = Rare Earth) Compounds

C.V. Tomy, L.J. Chang, D. McK. Paul, Department of Physics, University of Warwick, UK,
N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark,
and M. Yethiraj, Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
The newly discovered quaternary compounds RNS2B2B2C are interesting materials due to
their ability to support superconductivity at high temperatures, and the coexistence of this
superconducting state with large ordered magnetic moments on the R site. Planar features
are observed for the structure of these boron carbides which can be compared to the CuO 2
planes in the high-Tc cuprates. The structure of RNi2B2C consists of Ni2-B2 planes separated by R-C planes. The RNi2B2C phase can be stabilized for most of the R ions with
large magnetic moments. Superconductivity is observed only for the magnetic ions with R
= Tm, Er and Ho, whereas the other R magnetic-ion compounds show ordering of the magnetic moments with weak ferromagnetic nature. Two features clearly indicate the interplay
between the tendency to superconducting and magnetic order. Firstly, T c is reduced as the
R ion moment is changed, roughly scaling as the de Gennes factor, with a T c of 15.5 for
Y1221, 10 for Erl221, 9 for Hol221 and no superconductivity for Dyl221. Secondly, the
upper critical field Hc2 is considerably less in the materials containing magnetic ions than
for the Y compound, and the Hc2 curves show anomalies which correspond to the magnetic
ordering.
A systematic neutron powder diffraction study has been carried out to establish the nature of the magnetic ordering in these compounds for R = Tm, Er, Ho and Dy. The
most interesting features are observed in the case of HoNi2B2C. The magnetic ordering
sets in at 8.5 K, just below the superconducting transition at 9.5 K, and the magnetic
structure contains ferromagnetic planes with an antiferomagnetic modulation of wavelength 136 A, ~ 13 unit cells along the c axis. For 5.0 K < T < 7.5 K, an additional
modulation in the a direction is observed with a wavelength of « 2.4 unit cells. At low
temperatures (T < 5 K), the magnetic order becomes commensurate with ferromagnetic
a — b planes antiferromagnetically coupled along the c axis. The exact reason for the
additional modulation in the intermediate range is not
clear, but it is in this temperature range that the anomalies in the magnetization as well as a near re-entrant behaviour in resistance measurements are observed. Preliminary analysis on the Erl221 compound with Tc ~
10A' shows antiferromagnetic ordering of the Er moments at « 8.5^, with a modulation of the magnetic
ordering along the a axis below T,v Further analysis of
these results, and the data for Dyl221 and Y-substituted
2- 20Ho and Dy compounds, are in progress.
Fig. 1. Satellite peaks corresponding to a modulation of the magnetic order along the c direction measured at 6.2/v in HoNijBiC.
The stability range of this modulated phase is 5.0/v < T < 8.5K
as exemplified by the measurements at 1.6A' where the satellite
peaks are absent.
n
Scattering Angle ( 28 )
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Neutron Diffraction Study of H0N12B2C1

L.J. Chang, C.V. Tomy, and D.McK. Paul, Department of Physics, University of Warwick,
England, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Rise National Laboratory,
Denmark, and M. Yethiraj, Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
RNi2B2C (R=rare earth) compounds exhibit a considerable degree of interaction between their
superconducting and magnetic properties. Of these compounds, HoNi2B2C shows extremely
interesting properties. This compound becomes superconducting with a Tc = 9 K, but shows
anomalous behaviour in the low field magnetisation around 5 K (increasing susceptibility with
decreasing temperature), below which a more conventional behaviour is regained. This
anomalous behaviour is directly linked to the nature of the magnetic ordering of the Ho
moments in this compound. Neutron diffraction measurements were performed to investigate the
correlations between the anomalous superconducting properties and the magnetic ordering.
At low temperatures (T < 5 K), the observed magnetic
peaks can be indexed simply with the condition that
h+k+l is an odd integer. This implies that for this bodycentred tetragonal compound, the magnetic unit cell has
the same size as the chemical cell. A model with
ferromagnetic planes antiferromagnetically coupled along
the c-axis is capable of explaining the observed intensities
if the Ho moments are aligned at 75 ± 5 to the c-axis. At
high temperatures (5 K < T <8.5K) the same set of
principal Bragg reflections is observed but each reflection
is accompanied by two satellites, corresponding to a
modulation of the magnetic order along the c-axis with a
modulation wavelength of 136 A, 13 unit cells in the cdirection (Fig. 1). In the intermediate temperature range (5
Scattering Anjle ( 29 )
K. < T < 7 K), an additional set of Bragg reflections occur
Fig. 1 Magnetic satellites peaks showing
which correspond to a modulation along the c-axis with a c -axis modulations of ihe Ho ordering.
period of 2.4 unit cells for the Ho moments (Fig. 2). The
low temperature AFM commensurate structure of the
ordered Ho magnetic moments is capable of coexisting
with the superconductivity. However, at high tempeatures
(5 - 8.5 K), it would appear that the existence of a spiral
modulation is adopted in order to coexist with the
superconducting state. This may be due to the fact that the
interactions which lead to the ferromagnetic correlations in
the a-b plane are stronger than the AFM coupling along
the c-axis. The high temperature state probably has Ho
moments arranged on the surface of a cone with a
cycloidal spiral in the a-c plane, as this configuration
permits the observed Bragg reflections with the period of
Fig. 2. Magnetic Bragg peak showing
the spiral and the commensurate spacing.
additional modulations along the a-axis

1

C.V. Tomy, L.J. Chang, D.MCK. Paul, N.H. Andersen and M. Yethiraj, Physica B 213&214, 139 (1995).
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Magnetic Order in HoNiBC and ErNiBC

L.J. Chang, C.V. Tomy, D.McK. Paul, Department of Physics, University of Warwick, England,
N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark, and
M. Yethiraj, Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA.
The RNi2B2C (R = Y or Rare Earth) compounds show interesting properties which include
superconductivity with relatively high r c 's for magnetic as well as non magnetic rare earths
(16.5 K for Lu and 11 K for Tm), magnetic ordering of the R moments and the coexistence of
magnetic ordering with superconductivity. In addition, they have a layered structure with
alternate layers of R-C and Ni2-B2. The quaternary RNiBC compounds form with a similar
structure as that of RNi2B2C but with an additional R-C layer in between the Ni2-B2 layers, and
they are metallic but do not show superconductivity. Band structure calculations show that the
density-of-states (DOS) at the Fermi level is less for RNiBC than for RNi2B2C compound. This
reduced DOS is thought to be the primary reason for the absence of superconductivity in RNiBC
compounds. Even though the RNiBC compounds do not show superconductivity, they exhibit
magnetic ordering of the R moments. This provides an interesting comparison with the magnetic
properties of the structurally related RNi2B2C compounds. Furthermore, since RNiBC may form
as impurity phases in RNi2B2C compounds, it is of importance to have information about the
magnetic nature of the RNiBC compounds in analysing the magnetic properties of the RNi2B2C
compounds.
We have carried out neutron powder diffraction measurements on HoNiBC and ErNiBC to study
the nature of magnetic interaction in these compounds. Below the ordering temperature
(7,v = 10 K), the magnetic peaks for HoNiBC can be indexed if the chemical unit cell is doubled
along the c-axis, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The magnetic structure consists of ferromagnetic
planes of Ho moments coupled antiferromagnetically along the c-direction. However, the
magnetic Bragg peaks of ErNiBC were observed at the same positions as the nuclear Bragg
peaks, corresponding to a ferromagnetic ordering of the Er moments (Fig. la) below Tc = 4.5 K.
In both RNi2B2C and RNiBC compounds, the planes undergo ferromagnetic ordering of the rare
earth moments. It is the subtle changes in the interactions along the c-direction, which give rise
to different magnetic behaviour indicating the importance of the interplane over the intraplane
interactions. Even though the absence of superconductivity in RNiBC can simply be related to
the reduction in the density of states at the Fermi level, the difference in magnetic interactions
between the RNiBC and RNi2B2C compounds can be assumed to arise from the difference in the
interplane interactions and the changes in the band structure of these compounds.

r,

Fig. 1. The magnetic structures of
the ordered rare earth moments:
(a) ErNiBC - ferromagnetic
(b) HoNiBC antiferromagnetic
(a) ErNiBC
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Neutron Diffraction Studies of Hoi- x Y x Ni2B2C Compounds

L.J. Chang, C.V. Tomy, D.McK. Paul, Department of Physics, University of Warwick, England,
N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory, Denmark.
HoNi?B2C (Tc ~ 9 K) shows commensurate antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering of the Ho
moments below 5 K. Above this temperature (5 K < r < 8 . 5 K ) , the commensurate nature
changes over to a complex type of ordering with a- and/or c-modulations.1 Even though it is
not clear which of these modulations gives rise to the anomaly in the magnetisation, the
observed a-modulation coincides well with the temperature region where the anomaly occurs.
In order to investigate the nature of these modulations, neutron powder diffraction
measurements were carried out in Hoi-xYxNi2B2C (x = 0.1 and 0.2) compounds. By
substituting Y for Ho, 7// is expected to decrease and the Tc to increase. This in turn increases
the interval between the Tc and 7)y and is thus expected to change the nature of the magnetic
modulations. For the x = 0.1 sample, the commensurate AFM ordering is observed below 2 K.
As, the temperature increases (T > 2 K), satellite peaks appear which correspond to a
modulation of the magnetic order along the c-axis with a wave vector, qc = 0.09 A*1. Fig. 1
shows the (001) magnetic peak at T= 3.5 K, along with the satellite peaks. The temperature at
which the maximum in the intensity of the satellite peaks (3.5 - 4 K) agrees well with the
anomaly seen in the magnetisation for this compound. For x = 0.2, the principal magnetic
Bragg peaks are absent above 1.6 K and only satellite peaks corresponding to a c-modulation
(qc = 0.104 A"1) appears (Fig. 2). The results show that the c-modulation is responsible for the
anomalies in the magnetisation of the Ho compound. In H o ^ B i C , the AFM commensurate
structure ( T < 5 K ) of the ordered Ho moments is able to coexist with superconductivity.
However, at high temperatures (5 K < T< 8.5 K) where the superconductivity also sets in, a
correlation between the superconducting order parameter and the onset of magnetic order may
force the Ho moments to adapt a spiral configuration along the c-axis to coexist with
superconductivity giving rise to the modulations in the magnetic order. This may also be due to
the build up of ferromagnetic correlations in the a-b planes. When the non-magnetic Y is doped
for the Ho, the correlations between the Ho moments are expected to be reduced. With x = 0.1,
the interactions in the a-b planes are not strong enough to build a stable commensurate ordering
down to 2.0 K. Increasing x to 0.2 weakens the correlations of Ho moments in such a way that
only the c-axis incommensurate peaks are observed.

I V O . - K I I U . . A ..pie

CO)

Fig. 1. Magnetic (001) peak with its satellites (00I±) at
3.5 K for the .r=0.1 compound. The inset shows the
variation of the integrated intensities of the peaks with
temperature.

Diffraction Altaic (70)

Fig. 2. The (001 ±) satellite peaks at 1.7 K for* = 0.2.
Note the absence of the principal (001) peak. The inset
shows the variation of the integrated intensity of the
satellites with temperature.

1

C.V. Tomy, L.J. Chang, D.MCK. Paul, N.H. Andersen and M. Yethiraj, Physica B 213&214, 139 (1995), and
contribution 2.3.6 in this Annual Report.
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A s y m m e t r i c Lineshapes in Powder Diffraction

W. Montfrooij, R. Hadfield* and N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Ris0
National Laboratory, Denmark
The information derived from neutron powder diffraction studies relies heavily upon the
assumption that the lineshapes corresponding to Bragg peaks can be approximated by
Gaussian functions. For most practical purposes, this assumption is adequate. However,
at small scattering angles 20, one encounters distinctly asymmetric lineshapes due to
the curvature of the Debye-Scherrer cone combined with the finite sample and detector
heights. On doing a Rietveldt refinement of the powder pattern, this invariably results
in a discrepancy between fitted and observed lineshapes. There will be a small shift in
observed peak position, and a considerable difference between observed and calculated
intensities (see Fig. 1). Since the latter plays a crucial role in determining the positions
and occupancies of the atoms within the unit cell, we are developing a code which accounts
for the asymmetric lineshapes. The lineshape is simply given by the intersection of the
Debye-Scherrer cone with the detector bank (convoluted with the in-plane resolution
function) as

1(29) = Sf(9B) J

l+tan 2 (20)
tan 2 (20 B )-tan 2 (20)

i\ —(29—1
F[29')e

if
if
if

*/2

where d and 5 are the detector and sample heights respectively, r is the distance between sample and detector, a
is the resolution halfwidth and Sj{9g)
is the structure factor squared at the
Bragg scattering angle 9g. So far,
we have incorporated this lineshape in
a Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) fitting
routine for powders, and we do indeed
find a better agreement between fit and
experiment at the low angles (cf. Fig.
1). In particular, one observes a drastic change in fitted intensity at these
angles (the Rietveldt intensity being
too small) and a change in fitted 29B
(10°97 vs. 10°.S4 of the Rietveldt refinement).
On leave from Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, UK and AEA Technology, Harwell, UK
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Fig. 1. Low-angle scattering intensity of a powder
sample for a typical diffractometer setting. The solid
line is the RMC fit (cf. eqs. (1) and (2)) while the
dashed curve is the Gaussian produced by a standard
Rietveldt refinement.
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Reverse Monte Carlo Analysis of Powder Patterns

W. Montfrooij, R. Hadfield, N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Risp National Laboratory, Denmark, and R.L. McGreevy, Studsvik Research Laboratory, University
of Nykoping, Sweden
In traditional neutron powder diffraction analysis using the Rietveld method of refinement, the part of the background corresponding to diffuse scattering from the system is
fitted to a functional form independent of the actual properties of the sample under investigation. This background, containing information on the Debye-Waller factors, is then
subtracted, resulting in a final determination of the Debye-Waller factors which is no longer
self-consistent. To overcome this problem, we have developed a Reverse Monte Carlo1) analysis technique (RMC) which models the diffuse background and the intensities of the Bragg
peaks simultaneously, yielding Debye-Waller factors based upon using a maximum amount
of information in the full powder pattern, under a minimum amount of assumptions. The
new technique does not rely on any particular functional form of the Debye-Waller factors,
and should therefore be most useful in cases where one expects highly anisotropic DebyeWaller factors, or even split sites in the unit cell.
As an illustration, we plot the calculated RMC powder pattern for YBa2Cu306.93 measured on TAS3 in Fig. 1. This pattern was calculated using 1008 atoms (72 unit cells) in
the simulation, while the lineshapes were corrected for asymmetry effects due to finite sample and detector heights. Also plotted in this figure is the part representing the diffusive
background, as directly calculated from the simulation (slightly sloping solid line in the
figure). We find that the oxygen distribution on the basal plane oxygen site 0(1) is rather
asymmetric, but we do not see any evidence for this site being a split site.

10 5 0 -5

Fig. 1. Powder pattern (points) and RMC fit (solid line) for YBa2Cu3O6.93, together with the difference
profile (lower curve). The sloping background curve is calculated directly from the unit cell contents.

l)

R.L. McGreevy and L. Pusztai, Mol. Simulation 1, 359 (1988).
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AC-Susceptometer for Studies of High -T c Superconductors

J. Madsen and N.H. Andersen, Department of Solid State Physics, Riso National Laboratory,
Denmark
One of the characteristic properties of a superconductor (SC) is its ability to exclude magnetic
fields from the bulk of the material, the so-called Meissner effect, below the superconducting
transition temperature, Tc Thus, ideally the superconductor (SC) behaves as a perfect
diamagnet with a magnetic susceptibility % = -1 (SI units), whereas it is weakly paramagnetic
above Tc. Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of an SC at different temperatures, will
reveal information about the temperature dependence of the superconducting phase transition.
An ac-susceptometer system for studies of high-r c superconductors has been developed. It is
®
based on a low temperature closed cycle He-refrigeration cryostat: Displex CS-202, equipped
with a mutual inductance coil system. The cryostat is top-loaded for easy sample exchange and
may be controlled from 12 K to 320 K within ±0.01 K by use of a Rise Digital Temperature
Controller, type A193la. The electronics consist of a two-channel digital lock-in amplifier
(LIA), Stanford Research Systems type SR850, with an SR552 preamplifier (gain 100), and a
voltage/current (V/C) converter manufactured by NKT Research Center A/S. The schematics of
the equipment is shown in Fig. 1.
In an ac-susceptometer two identical oppositely wound pick-up coils are connected in series and
placed in an applied alternating magnetic field supplied by an external primary coil which is
charged by the LIA via the V/C converter. The two pick-up coils are balanced to give zero signal
without sample. When a "magnetic" sample is placed in one of the pick-up coils an emf
proportional to the applied magnetic field, the frequency and the magnetic moment of the
sample, is induced in the pick-up coils. Since the LIA detects both the in phase and 90° out of
phase signal with respect to the applied magnetic field, information about the real and imaginary
part of the susceptibility: X = X' + 'X" is supplied. In practice, applied magnetic fields up to 15
mT and frequencies up to 10 kHz may be used. At 0.3 mT and 20 Hz Meissner effect may be
detected in a 10" mm sample. Temperature regulation and data acquisition are controlled from
a PC by the TASCOM command language. An example of an ac-susceptibility measurement on
a 59 mg single crystal of YBa2Cu3O6.67 is shown in Fig. 2. The ac-susceptometer has been tested
against a commercial Lake Shore 7000 Series Susceptometer/Magnetometer, which has become
available in the Department of Solid State Physics. Complete agreement has been established
within the experimental uncertainty. The Lake Shore susceptometer/magnetometer covers the
temperature range from 1.3 K to 300 K and may supply dc-magnetic fields up to 5 T.
rMATUR CONTOOIXK
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ac-susceptometer:
1) primary coil, 2) Secondary pick-up coil, 3) sample.
Electronics are explained in the diagrams.
Ris0-R-931(EN)

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the real, x',
and imaginary, x". components of the volume
susceptibility of a 59 mg YBa2Cu3O6.67 single
crystal.
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